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SUMMARY OF
MAJOR FINDINGS

, 41e.

o'

Just four percent ,(96) of the 2,210 responding institutions had a
formal proiram to ,help employees prepare for retirement. These
96 institutions were mostly fOur-year (80), public (72) and large
(67).

Major features of the 96. retirement preparation programs in-
. elude: r \

Sixty-six" institutions_had been running programs for under
five years, 44 for two years or less, and just 7 had programs
in operation for more than ten years.

Program responsibility belonged to the Personfiel Office at
71 institutions.

In almost every case, program eligibility was extended to all
classes of employees, although usually with an age require:,
ment, and participation was wholly voluntary; spouses were
invited to participate at 65 institutions:

The program format was combined one-to-one dounseling
and group sessions at 49 institutions, a group appro.ach alone
at .26, a7cl one-to-one counseling only at -16; 41 of the -`75
institutions using a group approach combined lectures with ,

participant discussions, '19 employed lectures without dis-
4 cussions, and 15 went with discussions exclusiky.

Program topics varied, but every program covered the in-
stitution's 'retirement benefits and other financial matters.
Health care and legal affairs were each part of the programs .-
ai 68 institutions, while housing/location and use of free time.
were each included in more than half °I the programs. .
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Program'follow-up was conducted at only 23 institutions,
and formal progiam evaluationWas done at 43 institutions.

On-site examinatiops of retirement preparation programs' were
conducted at Brigham Young University, the University of-Con-
necticut, Duke University, the University of Michigan, and Purdue
'University. These programs are described in detail in Chapter IV. -

forty -two percent (929) of the 2,21.0 iestSondents reported pro-
grams'for the direct benefit of former staff members now retired.

The following ipforination was given about these programs for
retired staff members: .

A report on spe'cific facilities, privileges, and benefits avail- ,
able to retirees was given by 736 institutions. Library privi-
leges, use of athletic and recreational facilities, tickets to
school athletic and cultural dye-Ms; continuation of group
health insurance coverage, and cafeteria or dining room,privi-
leges were the only ones available at a majority of the insti,
tutions.

Emeritus status .was conferred by 5a7 institutions, and 127
of them Offered faculty' emeriti benefits not available to other_

-retirees."Most often the additional benefit was use of an office
or laboratory along with the provisioh of secretarial or techni-
cal assistance.

Direct eontaCt'with retirees was maintained by 663,institu:
tions. iri the majority of cases, contact was on an informal or

.semi-formal basis.
Generally, the rationale for the 'establishment, oari employer-

sponsored retirement preparation program can be described as fol-
lows: Retirement preparation programs, by prompting people to
consider and plan for the time after they retire, are helpful to both
employers and employees. Employersbenefirbecause a retirement
preparation pr gram is an ideal complement to: the overall staff
benefits package, which has' the implicit if not explicit :purpose of
bringing employees to retirement healthy and .financially secure.
Furthermore, a program that motivates employees to actively pre-

. 'pare for retirement can make an organization's entire retirement
process all the more orderly. Beyond receiving direct help in plan-
ning for one of life's major events, employees benefit from retire-
ment preparation assistance by an increased awareness of what re,
tirejlignt will mean to thempsychologically as well as physically
andfinanciallf=and by new knowledge of what their life in retire-
ment probably will be like.

viii
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CHAPTER
----PREPARATION FOR- RETIREMENT:

THE PROBLEM

.

For many Americans today, indreasing longevity at the older ages
means a longer pedal of retirement: Redent trends toward earlier
retirements alsb .act to increase 'the' number. of ,post-working years
that many men and women may expect. Under these circumstances,
adequate advance preparation for retirement assumes greater im-
portance :than ever before. On the Other- hand, the 'raising or
elimination of mandato retirement ages may compel employers
to make more difficidt d cisions with respect to the retention of
older (and younger) em loyees. In tfiese,Situations, counseling and
life plannigg ,could be,.kaluable compbnents of their personnel
policies. Vat is currently being done in this areaand what,cbuld
be done in the futurefor people in the field of higher education
is the subject of this TIAA-CREF ceport.'
. Since 1918, Teachers Insurance and ,Anuity Association has

served the needs of 'educational institutions and their employees
for adequate retirement' income protection\Over these years, TIAA
has come to realize that relatively few people, whether or not they
are employees in the field of .higher education, .make any careful,
long-range plans for retirement, financial or otherwise. As a result,
few Orkers. enter retirernent, with anything near the preparation
and training -cbmparable to'what they had before beginning their
working careers. Yet individuals now can expect to spend a quarter
or more of their lives in.retiremeht,'and,the prospects are good that
this proportion will increase. Clearly, sound preparation is impor-
tant. Without careful planning and without an eailystart on these

1.0



preparations, retirenent is likely to Be less satisfying and enjoy
able than, expected.

Only in the year -or two just prior to retirement, if at all; do
people seem to concern themselves seriously with such importantCo

matters as Where to live, how,:to use an extra fifty or so hours each
week, and how .to manage the financk>1 changes that arethe con-.
kquences'of retirement.

Aft assured income from. Social Sec rity and benefits from ant.
employers pension pl'an can perhaps reduce the urgency of per-
sonal long-term financial planning for retirement. An adequate
retirement income is of vital importance,4 but it is not the Only
dimension pf retirement living. ,Careful preparation in other areas
is also essential for successful retirement.

Yet, opportunities to recpiv institutional or other assistance in
preparing for the financial.and non - financial aspegts of retirement,
as this study shows, are rani, even though comprehensive retire-
ment planning can do much to reduce problems for retirees and
their fSmilies. Furthermore, such problems are not always confined
within the walls of the holne; retirees' problems and dissatisf§ciions
can have an impact on former employers, he commun,ity, and
our society as a whole.

Traditionally, individuals have been .primarily responsible for
planning their Own retirements. nut, this is not easy, and individ-
uals alone can seldom mobilize the kinds of resources that are
needed. Institutional assistance is, required, and employers Aan
serve as partners in this important area..Indeed, a number of em-
ployers have made intensive efforts toNaist employees with pre-

.

retirement planning. In general, however, "neither business, edu-
cational, nor governmental employers have so far'played a very
active role in this area. Whatever their present Tole, it seems that
both employers and theii staff members would gain frOryi a well
organized preretirement preparation program and from a more
favorable attitude.tokvard retirement that might result among all
employees, especially those participating in such programs.

1-low many employers currently sponsor preretirement cbunsel-
ing programs? 1974 Conference Board survey and a 1975
survey -by the In§titute of. Labor and Industrial Relations of the
University of Michigan-Wayne State .University fotind that most
employers provide, at the time of retirement, information o the
pension benefit's to be.expected and any health .insurance co, rage-
that is to be continued, but that only one-fifth fo one-qu ter of

.
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the firms surveyed offer information for retirement beyond that
narrow scope. A 1977 survey conducted by the American Council
of Life Insurance 'asked individual employees.: "Does your place
of employment currently provide any type of preretirement co.un-
selihg?"' Fifteen percent of the respondents replied afliim'atively. A
1972-73 TIAA -CREF survey of retired annuitants revealed that
less than one quarter of the retirees recalled receiing.counseling

eorother retjrement planning assistance from their last employer.
The TIAA-CREF 'annuitant survey and other information de-

veloped Through TIAA's many years of close association with.in-
stitutiOns of higher education suggeSt -that most educational insti-
tutions have not been deeply committed, beyond active participa-
tion in financial support through pension. plans,.to helping theit
emphiyebsNyith persbnal planning for retirement. Before this in-
ference .eould be confirmed, however, more precise, information
was' needed, and 'TIAA-CREF,,undertook a study to determine
the extent and nature of retirmntplanning assistance currently

, being prOvided by U.S. institutions of higher eduCation for their
staff triembefs, Beyond this purpose, the Study had a secondary
objectite.of in.Vestigating the principal retirement preparation pro-
grams that have been 'ffevelted both in art4, outside of the edu-,
cational worldtprb grams that can be adapted for use by,any type
of employer. It is hoped that the study findings repOrted here will
be useful to institutions "considering adopting, enlarging, or lin=
proving preretirement preparation programs. WealsO hope that
this report will lead many institutions to share Our conClusi6ns that

employ-ers, and the community 'at. large will benefit, it
more people-are encouraged to Make effective and realistic plans

. ' for their retirement Years. . 4

.Tbelremainder,
4
of this report has two, principal' sections.. The

first; coMpris'ed oKnapters II -V, ,reports on the content and or-
. .-ganization of college and wivetiity retirement programs, both prc'c

ietirement and, post-retirem ent, and offers.findings from as question--
naire survey and on-site examinations of retirement preparation
programs at fiveselectedinstitutions. The second s'ectionls a "state,
of fhe art:' report -on,retirement preparation programming in get-
eral; it includes Chapters. VI:IX:The final chapter, Chapter X,..
contains details of study methods and information about the. survey
group, the response ra'te,- and the respondent grdup.

,3
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CHAPTER II: .

SURVEY OF r .

EXISTING. RETIREMENT-
, PREPARATION PROGRAMS,
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

4.

O

A survey questionnaire was sent to more than 2,800 colleges and
universities in the United States -to obtain information about ern-

-player sponored retirement preparation assistance available to
staff members of institutions of higher education.

A retirement preparation program was defined for respondents
as any formal program designed to give individuals a better undef-
standing of What they will be dealing with in retirement and of what
they, might do duffing their remaining time at work to make retire-
ment more satisfying*. For the purposes of this study, a pension or
savings plan by itself did not qualify as a retirement preparation
prograin

'The survey asked: Does your insti'tution.presently have,a formal
-prograrn to help employees prepare for their own retirement? Of
the 2,210 respondentsf-19 percent answered No, 4 percent ,

answered Yes, and the remainder gave another answer.
. Clearly, 'veii\few (Alleges and Universities 'provide, a formal
piogram of retirement preparation assistance for their employee.s.
Overall, less than pne out of 'every twentmespondents reported a
formal retirement preparation ppgram, for staff members. Speci-;
fically, 96 institutions had programs and 1,967sdid yot. The other'
147 indicated that they, provided some informatioriitabplit pension
Plans and othei benefits, but not in an organized fashion, or that
an outside organization, e.g., a state retirement system, 'runs A,
program that is open to their employees, or that theY actively en-
courage their employees to participate in a retirement preparation

4'.
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course 'offered on campus to the general public.
'Although a sparsity of programs was anticipated, this result was

surprising., Hdpefully,_the findings reflect a lack of motivation thus
far to provide a program or a lack of resources and information
rather than 'a lack of concern about the circumstances of retired
employees. .

. Of'the 96 institutions having formal retkement preparation pro-
grams for employees, 80 were four-year, '72 were public, and 67

, were large, i.e., had over 5,000 students., Table 1 'gives a break-
down-of these iiistitatiOns by control, level, and size. Large public
four-year institution;" comprised almost half of all those offering
this assistance.

Table 1
Institutions Providing Retirement Preparation Programs
By Control, Level, And Size

Public

Total 4-Year 2-Year

Private ;

4-Year 2-Year

E E E E -,

c..c.. '; = . =3: ..a. to
cgca

ID
N.- u

s...

4
E C./

CI) f43 C/) 1-4 CI)

96 1 20 46 . 6 9 3 8 12 1

100% 1% 11% -48% 6% 9% 3% 87% \ l to 1%

Note. regarding institutional size, small institutions are those with fewer dian
1,000 students, medium have between 1,000-5,000 students, and large genroll over
5,000 students. . , . .. 1

- ,

Four-year institutions are more likely thak two-year 'institu-,
tions to be offering these programs because the latter generally
are 'relatively young schools with youthful staffs, and retirement
programs mal not yet be a major factor in their personnel policiq.
In the past decade, the number of two-ysar colleges increased: by
about 80 percent while their total professional staff nearly tripled.
Theaverage age of this staff is considerably younger than at four-

, year institutions. In additio'n, the proportion of part-time faculty
and administrators is usually much higher at two-year schools, an

14
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influential factor in an institution's general philosophy of staff.bene-
fits and the emphasis it places-on specific benefits. Overall, 2 per-

. cent ofthe' two-year institutions and 5 percent of the. four-year
4, ' institutions in the responding group had formal retirement prepara-

,tion programs, Moreover, the more people the institulion employs,
the greater the likelihood,that it has a' sufficient number of Older )

employees to Wafratit interest in providing retirement preparation
assistance A well as staff qt lifted to develop and nin a program.
Seventeen percent(of the large,four-year institutions in the respond-
ing group'reported a retirement preparation program, compared to
3' percent of .the medium-sized, four-year colleges and 1 percent of -
the. small. In the two-year sector also, the large institutions had

.proportionally more programs (6 percent) than did the medium-
sized (2 percent) and the small (less than 1 percent).

It is not clear why more public than private institutions offer
..programS, although public institutions in general are larger than
private and pore solidly financed. Consequently, public c leges
.and universities may fiave.more personnel and fin sources
to commie to retirement preparation assistance. Retirement prepa-
ratwn programs were report by 7 percent of alNsponding
public institution and just' 1 (percent of all private.

6
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CHAPTER ill: \
'CHARACTERISTICS OF COLLEGE.

. AND UNIVERSITY RETIREMENT
PREPARATION PROGRAMS

9

%

r

Existing employer-sponsored retirement preparation programs have
a wide variety of forms and components. To obtaininfotmation,
about the nature of programs currently being provided by Colleges
and universities for their employees, the responding institutions
that reported, fprmal programs were asked a. series of questions
about specific details of the development, format, and composi-
tiOn of their pzegrams'.

NUMBER OF PROGRAMS ON CAMPUS

First,./the institutions were asked 'how many retirement prepara-
tion programs each had and, if more -than one, how they digelled.
Eighty of the schools had a single prograth, 15 had two programs,
and 1 had three. hirteen of the t6 institutions with more than one
prograln describedlhe differences in their programs.

Basically; the reason some institutions had more than one, pro-
gram was that different classes of employees were thought toshave
'different counseling needs. At some colleges, different groups. of
'employees belonged to separate penHon systems, so programs cov-

. ering benefits and,,retirement income had to be segmented. In other
cases, the administration or ale program director felt the 'assis-
tance would be most effective if prograM participants were rela-
tively homogenous so that information could be...directed compre-
hensively to a narrower range 'of ,needs rather than diffusely to a

4



broad range, of interests.
Another factor Was the level of sophistication of the pr gr

Some nstitutions designed .separate programs so thai one would
bemore theoretical or coneptualtthan another. A fe institutions
took marital status into consideration,. realizing that the circum-
stances-Ad concerns of- single peoples in retirement .would be quite
different than those of married people.

Twenty of the 80 institutions reporting only one program indi-
cated that they select, or group, employees to participate in it on
the basis of specific characteristics. So, even though officially ohe
program was reported, the categories of, participants it any one,
time is controlled by the college. Seventeen of the 2a institutions
use occqpational category as the major basis for selection, usually
seOarating faculty and ,professionals from other occupational
groups. Age or, proximity to retirement was another basis for selec-
tion, as were marital status and educational level.

PROGRAM' DEVELOPMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

. -. . . . .

Answers to a gimp of questions covering program development
revealed that a few institutions had experimented with different
approaches before settling on the program presently,in ration,
while others made false starts and terminated a progra before
developing the one currently being used.-In most instances, how-
ever, the program in effect was the institution's first formalized
effort and, in many cases, was initiated only Within the last year
or two. Forty-four institutions had been providing formal retire-
ment preparation assistance for two years or less, 22 for three or
four years, and.2'8 for five or more years. Just 7 institutions had
been running a program for more than ten years.

Responsibility forthe retirement preparation function and pro -
gram ddelopment was given to the Itrsonnel Office in 71 insti-
tutions. At the other 23 institutions which gave this information,
the responsibility was placed with some other administrative unit, ?

the BuSiness Office or the President's Office for example, or was
handled by a district or system office, d ling ekclusively with re-
,tirelient matters: .Typically, the idual difectly -responsible
for the program was the Personnel Director or other Personnel
Officer. -In Cases whet retirement preparation was centrally ad-
ministered, the district or system had a representative, in charge.

.



A handful of institutions, contracted outside sPecialijts t9. develop
and run- their programs, and two schools gave these responsibili-
ties to faculty members,skilled in this area.

Sixty-four institutions developed their own programs with little
or no assistance from the outside, while 31 schools woliked closely
wall an outside organization or independent consultant during
program development. One institution did not specify bow its pro-
grafil,was developed. In 24 of the 31 cases where development was
a joint effort, the college or university had.the principal tole. ,

y In most of the 88 Institutions that wereF entirely or mainly
responsibp for developing their own progrtIns, the Personnel
Office did all or much of-the work. A few schools were fortunate
to have expert assistance on Campus, such as a gerontological
specialist, and used, this' talent. The 7 institutions that employed
outside people. to develop their programs called on a private re-
tirement preparation organization (4 cases), a retirement office
.in the state government (2 cases), or a consortium ( f case) for
this ser3iice. .

The Itclividual directly in charge or the program rarely gave
more thin a small proportion_of total work time to it. At the 8'8
institutions ,which reported this information, the program director
devoted lesthan ten percent of-.Work fink in 46 instances, be-
tween ten arid twarity percent in 23 instances, and over 20 percent
in 19 instances. At onlyi2 colleges did the director work full-time,
on the program.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
a.

Most institutions with programs reported that they offered the re-
tirement preparation assistance to all 'employees, Ohly a. handful ,

excluded specific grOups of employees. As discussed earlier, six-
.- teen had separate programs for different employee classes. Overallt

g 91 of the 96 colleges provided for faculty participation, one did
not, and four did not give this information. Administrators and
other professionals were included in programs at all but 4 of the .

colleges, including two that did not respond to the question.
Clerical and secretarial employees. were excluded by three institu-
tions, and three others failed to answer. Maintenance and service
staffs participated in the ptOgram at 88 colleges, were excluded
from four, and were not reported on by the other four.

1_a 9



, Participation"was almost always voluntary. Eighty-nine of the
95 institutions reporting this inforthation indicated that employees
chose whether or not they would participate. The othet six re-
ported that they specifically requested participation by eligible
staff members.

Two survey questions covered the 'age ranges of program par-
ticipants. One. asked the age at which eitiployees first were eligible
to participate; the other sought, the average 'age of participants
at the time they began their participation.

In general, the retirement preparation programs were open to
employees within one to ten years of normal retirement age. Ern-
ploStees with longer periods remaining in their apected work
careers. rarely were invited;to participate because of the \vvidespread
belief that retirement, still is too distant for them tkpe strongly
motivated to-plan .01.:i-the-other_band.geronfologists and
Other experts have argued that ten years is too short aTeriWto---.----.

-,.prepare effectively for retirement, particularly if special financial
planning needs to be started. Programs restricted to employees in
their final year or two of work have been especially critibized.be-
cause they do not allow a realistic period to implement plans made
as a result of -participation.) Forty-five institutions reported their

trninimum eligibility age for the prdgram to be between 55 and
60, and -16 indiCated an age between 61. and 64.

Some of the colleges followed a more flexible 'age pattern for
participation and opened the program to younger employees,
Twenty-seven institutions invited employees who were below age
55, including seven that welcofned all employees regardless of
age. Eight institutions did not furnish information about the age
ofxeligibility. Possibly because many more public/ than- private
colleges have normal retirement ages below 65, 25 of .the 27
schools providing re.tirement preparation assistance to employees
younger than age 55 were public.

The institutions were asked to estimate the proportion of eligi-
ble employees invited to participate actually do so. Eighteen
institutions did not furnish this information. Aniong those 'giving
estimates, the range extended from as little as 10 percent to 100

`percent. Forty-eight institutions repOrted estimates above 50 per-
cent, with 25 exceeding 80 percent. Thirty institutions gave esti-
mates equal to or below 50 percent. A related question asked if
the participation rate varied among different employee groups, and
53 institutions reported no variation, 35 indicated some variation,

10 19.
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and the other 8 did not answer. The most frequently cited varia-
tion, 13 reports, was a higher level of participation by non -aca-
demic 'employees; the second most _frequently cited variation, 11
reports, was the opposite pattern of a. lower level of participation
by' non-academic employees.

Participation by spouses also was examined. At 65 institutions;
employee s' sPouses:were invited to participate in theprogram; they
were not invited at 29" institutions, and 2 colleges did not give
this information. The proportion of invited spouses who normally
accepted the opportUnity to participate variedi from institution to
institution, but the majority'reported acceptance fates below 50
percent arid only 11 of the 65 schools indicated a rate above 50
percent. Several factors were cited as affecting -sponse participa-
tion: time when, the progtjam is offered, since spouses who,work
may be unable to attend daytime sessions;;number of cars in the
family and availability of public transportation; site of the pro-
gram, especially if the location,is in a."bad'4.neighborhood; and,
the &geeto ;which spouses_customar4 attend other school-
sponsored, social functions.

PROGRAM COMPONENTS

1.. Format.
The institutions were asked a series of questions about the specific
composition of their programs. One. question inquired about the
'basic format of the program. Response Pndicated that many of the
institutions operated multi-formatted programs. Forty-nine com-
bined one -to -one counseling with group sessions, and 35 of these
inOtutions provided supplemental reading material for ,partici-
Pants. A group approach without one-to-one counseling was of
fered by 26 institutions, and 16 of, them- offered extra reading
Material. Sixteen institutions used one-to-one counseling exclu-
sively, and all but one of them gave out reading material as well.
Five institutions gave only partial information %about program
format and could not be classified on this variable.

A related question asked which single method was the insti-
tution's prima6 approach to providing retirement preparation
sistance. Thirty-four institutions \reported one-to-one couns ing,
31 /indicated lecture with question-and-answer period following,
and 28 said small-group discussion. The other three institutions
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.
relied on self-study by employees using msteriafst, distribuied in
group or individual coufiselingssessions.

2. Program Fre4ueny.
The institutions were requested to elaborate on the details of the,
format each followed. The 65 institutions using one:to-one coun-
seling varied the frequency and spacing of the counseling sessions.
Fourteen had open-ended .counseling in which employees could
receive personal attention as frequently or infrequently as they
wished. However, the reports suggested,that this procedure often
was more 'Of an informal than formal- arrangement. Forty-six of
the institutions offered a specified number of counseling sessions:
8 had just one, 14 had two, 18 had three, and 6 had more than
three. Those institutions having more than one session generally
spaced the sessions' three months or six months apart. The other
five schools did not report on the frequency and spacing of their.
one-to-one counseling sessions.

The 7 institutions using a group, approach also showed di-
versity in,the.format of their programs: 'Forty-ow combined lie
ture and discussion, 19 used lecture withotit discussion, and a15

employed discussion ,alone. The number of group sessions in a
--prog anLIt.anged from one to twelve. Eighteen schools scheduled

just one seiSibm, 9 had two, 7 had three, 8 had four, 7 had six,
3 had seven, 6 had eight, and 6 had more than eight. Four insti-
tutions did not 'report the number of sessions.,The spacing of ses- 4
sions did not have quite the same live' of diversity. Thirty, of the
53 institutions having more

a'
than one session held them either one

or two weeks apart. Eleven colleges ran sessions more frequently,,
than one:Week apart, usually condensing them into one or one-
half day, and 7 ran them less frequently, although never more
than six months apart. Five institutions did 4ot give this infor-
mation.

\*

12'

3. Grodp Size.
The institutions following a group format were asked to estimate

:the number .of people typically attending a stion. The repOrts
on group size varied from,as few as 'five to over two hundred. The
larger groups were most.iikely to participate in prbgrams using if-
lecture format, while the Stnaller groups were in disCussion-ori-

. ended programs. The average size of the groups- attending lectures
was 55, although this figure was much higher for programs with-
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out a discussion component and somewhat loWer for thosenclud-,
'ins discussiOn. The average size of the groups participaikg in
discussion-only programs wa,s around 253 and only in a few cases
did this number exceed 30.--

4. Program Content.'
Details were sought about program content, i.e., the topics dis-
cussed and the amount of time devoted' to each, and 94 of the 96
institutiolts furnished this information. All 94 covered the institu.-
tion's retirement benefits and/or Social Security, aid 93 went into
broader financial matters including some or alt of the ,following

,

subjects: sources and amounts of income and expenses, assets and
liabilities, net worth,. investment strategies and opportunities, bud-
geting, long-_and short-term financial planning, Aqui ty of assets,
ways to earn and save money: tax 'exemptions advantages,
consumer awareness, inflation, and protectio gainst financial
catastrdphes.

Health care and legal affairs were the next most popular topics,
each being part of 68 programs. Sessiolis on health looked into
physiojogicarand* psychological aspects of aging, preventative

'health care, health maintenance, physical :fitness and _exercise, diet
and nutrition, safety precautions and accident prefention, age-
related diseases and physical problems, sexual activity- in later'
years, depression, stress and tension, how to choose a doctor, Medi-
care and health insurance plans, and nursing care. Discussions on
legal matters usually included when and hoW to seek a'lawyer, legal
preparedness for retirement, geographical' variations in law, estate
planning and trusts, wills, probate, power of attorney, guardians
and conservators, contracts, businessAfentures in retirement, o'viner-.
ship, late marriages, frauds and quacks, and, special consumer
considerations. .

Use of free time and housing considerations were covered in
er

more than half of tlf sgrams:Jhe topic,of retirement activities
commonly included titidoncept of leisure, how to relax,F avenues
fOr creativity and self-expression, arts and crafts, hobbies, travel
and entertainment, volunteer services,, part:time Work, small -busi-
ness opportunities, edutation, meditation and contemplatitm, and
organizations for older people. The segments' on 'housing covered
such items as the decision to Move or not to.4nove, points to con-
sider when choosing p location, retirement in foreign countries, re-
tirement communities, types of housing, owning oz renfing, condo-

.,
2.?
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min um'7.'.s arrd cooperatives, mobtie homes, vacation or second
hOm mortgages and other financial considerations, hbme.prOtec-
tion, insurance, special housing designs for older people, nursing
hom , and living with family or friends.

At tude and role adjustments were topics included in 33 of. the
pro& ms. In these sessions, the participants dealt with a variety
of mat ers: the changing nature of retirement, myths and realities
of aging, losses associated with the termination of the work role,

d.
new relationships with spouse and family, opportunities for growth
and self-imprOvement, loneliness, boredom and inactivity, ways- to
achieve satisfaction and status in the retired role, and widowhoOd
and preparation for death.

Some programs gave special attention to items -other programs
covered in a broader context. Ten programs included full or half
sessions on one or more of the following: consumer affairs, vol-
unteer services, employment opportunities, nutrition, emotional
impact of retirement, and/or widowhood.

As reported by the institutions, the number of sepal-. to topics
cowered in their programs ranged from one,to twelve. Twenty-four
covered tin or more, 32 discussed from Six, to ten, 28 were limited
to from three to five, and 9 covered only finances and health Or
finances alone. The- amount of time devoted to' a topic -varied by
topic and froth progrthn to program. penually, a topic or a theme
encompassing two or more related tropics was allocated one to
two hours in group Meetings and one hour or less in one-to-one
counseling sessions.,

The institutions Were asked which ,topic elicited the greatest
amount of interest from participants. Financial affairs was the
response given by 80 of the 89 schools that answered the question;
4 reported legal affairs and 2 indicated health. employment op-
ppitunities, attitude and role adjustments, and retirement organi-
zations each were named once.

'5. Other Features.
The survey sought several other points of information involving
the operation of programs. As to location, almost alP sessions were
conducted on campus. The majority were run during normal work-
ing hours. Most programs used outside personnel in some capacity.
Ninety-four institutions held prograins in campus facilities, and
the other 5 ,hired a nearby conferenCe _center or meeting room. in
a local motel or hotel. Sixty-four programs were offered entirely
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durihg_ normal business hours with employee's being given re-
leasdl, time to attend, 23 were run during non-Working hours-
20 in the evening and 3 on the weelcedand 6 were operated
on a 50-50 shared-time arrangement atween 'employer 'and em-
ployee. Seventy-four colleges employed outside specialists in some
capacity and 20 ran programs ,entirely with their own personnel.

The major role of outside specialists was to provide technical
expertise based on theiiknowledge of particular topics. Usually,
they were used iti group meetings; very few institutions involved
them in one-to-one -counseling. Specifically, outside people acted
as resources in the following ways: in 55 programs, as lecturers or
instructoss; in 11 programs; as1eaders or co-leaders of workshops
or seminars; and in 10 programs, as advisors or consultants. (In

few programs, outside personnel performed more than one of
these functions.) In most cases; they were independent profes-
sionalspas lawyers, doctors, or psychologists; the others worked
for firms specializing in this line of service or fOr orgAnilations with
strong interests in retirement and related limners, e.g., a repre-
sentative from TIAA-CREF, the trust department of., a bank, or
the Social Security Administration.

PROBLEMS WITH THE PROGRAMS 4

A question was asked about any significant problerri(s) an insti-
tution had encountered with its program, Responses to this ques-
tion suggest that most of the 96 programs have been running
smoothly Sixty-six institutions reported no significant problem,
22 indicated a problem, and 8 did not answer the question.

The -type of problem commonly experienced was characteristic
of new or young programs: low attendance, finding qualified people
to' act as leader's or resource authorities, obtaining 'worthwhile
materials, insufficient funding, content not sufficiently developed,
etc. The most 'frequently., cited problem, "not comprehensive
enough," was Mentioned in 8.Of the 22 cases,

FOLLOW-UP AND .EVALUATION

The final questions' covering retirement preparation assistance
dealt with whether or not .the institution had proceduids foi re-
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inforcing or refreshing inforination imparted during .the program
and evaluating program effectiveness. Most or-the instituf
ported that they:had no follow-up procedure. Half indicated that

. they tilacle no attempt-at program evaluation.
Sixty-four. schools reported that_ they did not follow up on the

program and. 23 that they did. The other -9 institutions did nol'
supply "this information, eollow-up procedures. were both active
and passive. Eight schools had a program of one -to -one counseling

'ffr to review,topics covered in group sessions on a more personalized
basis. Ten institutions ran refresher courses of some type, ranging
from classes to reunion dinners. In a more passive vein, 7 colleges'

-enrolled program, graduates in national retirement association,
on-these organizations to provide the follow-up service.

Formal program evaluation vias not pegormed by 48 .institu-
iions., while 43 schools indicated. `that they dick evaluate in some'r-
Way. Five institutions did not answer the queStion. All but 7 of
the 43 schools using evaluation methods relied on written or &al
evidence; from program participants. The^ others employed trained
observers (4 cases) or had a committee review procedure (3
cases). .Evidence colleCted from participants was 'mostly subjective,
i.e., personal opinion, although adew institutions,relied.o.n objective
measures, e.g., .before- and -after Comparisons of retirement infor-

,..,
mation, plays madeas a result of the program, and changes in
attitude.

16'
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CHAPTER -IV:
RETIREMENT
PROGRAMS
SELECTED IN
FIV,t-, CASE

.c"

.46

PREPARATION
AT
STITUTION S
TUDIES."

o"'
6

The retirement preparation progvms at Brigham Young Liniver-
sityt the-University -of C.onnecticut,'Duke University, the Uftversity
of ivliehigan, -and Purdue 'University were selecteds, fOr special
attention and examinedirt detail' during visits to the tampuse

*GRAM fOUNG UNIVERSITY

PrograM Development and Administratipn.'
In the early 1960.!s, Brigham .Young- University had not instituted
a, mandatory retirement age, and there hacl been...some4isagree-
menis between employees' and supervisors and beta.' faculty and
department heacig over when someone should retire. The adminis-
tration decided that an effort should be made to deal with the ",
problems cencemlnl the, dine when an employee should retire. e

A RetirementComMittee; compOsed' of personnel frOm, all
levels, ,Was formed to deal, with the issue and to recommend solu-

options.' This committee .served as both a buffer and, an advocate,
and soon took responsibilitY for counseling prospective retirees.
About fhb same time; -committee.membets bOan' to realiz4 that.
they were being involved much too late in, the employee's life' to
help him or her gettready for retirement if preparation had not
already been started. Asa result, interest in a formal retirement

_counseling proltam spread. and, in:149, the Retirement Coin,
inittee started a progtam, of evening Amer, sessions for BYU

r
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'empl6yees who were at.least age 63. The dinners were designed to
get near-retirees together so that they could receive useful informa-
tion about retirement as well.as learn that others were in the same

4
situation with identical" concerns and anxieties.
' In 1972,. BYU established an age 65 mandatory retjrement
policy. Soon 'afterward, the. Retirement Committee began planning ,

an expanded retirement preparation program with the support and
'encouragement of BYU's Administration. A three-past program
was the result. As the first step: a retirement manual was prepared ,.

with die help of a special, task force. It contains eex tens iy e data
.. , about life, in retirement, treating such areas as finances,' hvItti

cafe, leisure- time, etc., and is' .given.-:to every potential' retiree.
Secondly, a retirement training seminar was -substituted for the
Preretrrement dinner session. It was inaugurkted in the 1976-77
academic year and is offered .to all employees ,age 61. aid older.
As the; final step; l3YU'S Benefits Office started an "early" edu9a-
don program to sensitize younger employees `to the importance of
starting fin aial'preparation for retirement at an early age: 'This

departmental an acuity meetings. Retirement planning, assistatiee,

progra" is 'of a-sound; presentation which is used at e

is now an integral part, of BYU's staff benefits program, and is
. "recognize d as such' by the Administration and staffi members. The

present program is relatively new and experiment4 and iuture
changes arehighly pibbable. , . .

The Retirement Committee has overalLrespbnsibility for retire-
ment preparationana members run the entire pro" grarn:on a fairly
small budget. Basically; it functions as an *ism:* to Ale
Administration, which has the fibai word &Call maters afecting

s., retirement policy. ThePersonnel Director and the Manager of
,

6, Employee Benefits serve on the Com* mittee as part of their regular
duties: The other members serve on a thre,e-year basis. Committee

.--. "'' mentberlevote a great deal of time to the program and the work
-is considered a normal part of their responsibilities. Because their ,
efforts are mostly voluntary, prec' e figures bn the number 'of hoUrs
they actually devote to the grog am are not available. ..... I .,..t . .

V ' : 7;.;
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Program Participation.
BYU allows every class of employee to participate in the program,
and their spouses as well; and mikes participation Wholly voluntary.
Tfie philosophy underlying thaseligibility decision was expressed
in a statement by the program's director: "Each of our empi6.yees
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is as important as the next, an no University -Program would
ever impose an arbitrary class system."

As to the age for eligibility, the BYU Retirement Committee has
set '61 as the target, which would give those planning to retire at
62, the earliest age at which one can begin ,receiving Social Secur-
ity benefits, at least one year to make some preparations. The
intention, lipwever, is to lower the eligibility age step -by -step to
reach'people in their mid-40's. The average age of programspartici-
pants has been 63, but now that a backlog of Older employees has
been served, a greater; number of younger staff members. will be
participating.

The participation rate for employees has been very high, around
.95 percent, but tilt figure includes attendance at the retirement

4D dinners that were the core of the program until the, semin,ar:was
- introduced last year., The acceptance rate for the first seminar was

over 90 percent., Spouses too have almost ;always accepted the
invitation; their ,fate of participation also exceeds 90 percent
and they have been enthuSi'astic participants. The program gives
considerable elnphasis. to involving both matried,partners in retire-

° mept'planning.
.

.program Cornpoti ents.
'Brigham Young University's .program combines a formal retire-

ment information seminar with one-to-one-counseling that is more
tar` less informal, the individual usually takes the initiative to
meet with the counselor. In addition, each potential retiree receiv'es,
th... eretirentent planning Manual as a self-study aid and for back-

' ground material to use in the seminar.
The individual counseling is provided by ttie kanager of the

Eipployee Benefits DiVision. Topics covered in these sessions al-
ways include income and .benefits but are not restricted to the

o nancial area. Frequently, ,the counseling ranges into leisure time
activities, chahged relationships with spotise and family# housing

:and lckcation,dna volunteer services, among other subjects.
A group seminar approach w_as_adopted bedause it was ccin-

sidered the best method of getting people with coinmon prOhlems..
and concerns together in an interactive anestipportive environ-
ment, anti. also because it is a practiCal and Fconomicar way of
giving information to many people, The groups have been fairly
large,, around seventy people including spouses, mainly because
of a backlog of eligible employees. As the program matures, group

r 0,-
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size is expected to diminish. The seminar is run by the Retirement
Committee, who chose this format -because the former arrange-
ment,,bcombined dinner and class, proved to be an ineffective
training instrument. The seminar is condensed into one half-day
session covering four broad .p.ibject areas: finances, health, legal
affairs, and personal financial management. Financial matters are
emphasized 'arta the seminar begins `with a general session devoted

- to this subject; following this session the group breaks into smaller
units to cover the other' topics in conewrent workshops that are

, repeated twice. The seminar it run, on campus in the afternoon in
an area specially designed and equipped for meetings, i.e., a con-
ference room and ,pot a class room. The leader of the general.
'session and all -Workshop leaders are BYU employees. A Social
Security. repr entative alvvays makes a presentation. The Retire-
Ment Commillee looks for leaders/lecturers who are, people-
oriented, sensitive to the special needs of older people, and skillful

--in public- speaking and working with groups.
In practice; the-,BYU seminar is both instructional and partici-

pative. Formal lectures are given in,the general session, while in
...the workshops. participants are invited to ask questions, following
'_short presentations and then to carry ,on,discussions. DialOgues,

and exchanges 'amongiiartitipantsareebmmon.
The prOgram's major budget items are printing :and materials.

The lecturers and other resource authorities contribute their serv-
ices, and the cost of released' time for participants is' absorbed by
the University. Refreshments are served on, the break .but, other
than this, little effort is made to embellish the program. Program
pr,oniotion also has been kept to 'a mi'nimum, ,although special
invitations to participate are issued and- all deans, department
beads, and supervisors are requested to encourage the people under
their direction to accept these invitations.

Program Follow-Up and Evaluation.
n

Brigham Young University provides personal Counseling for° .

"graduates" of the seminar who feel they need this additional help.
All seminar participants are requested to complete an unsigned'
evaluation questionnaire intended to assist the Retirement Com-
mittee in discovering areas where ithprovements could be made.
So far, the'participants have consistently rated the program highly.
In addition, Retirement Committee members regularly sit in on the
seminar and workshops to form personal opinions.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT .c. A.
..- Program Development and Administration.

The University jot' Connecticut's retirement preparation program
was developed in the Per,sonnel Department, with the principal
mover and contributor being the officer in charge of staff benefits. .

Thisofficas regular duties brought him into frequent contact with
University employees nearing, 'retirement, and over the years he
became increasingly aware that these people needed adistance in

long-range planning for retirement. In,1.970, w en he was a Mem-
ber of_ a state committee on preretirement pl nitg; he became
more deeply involved with ,the s t and ed A the design ',
of a program far University eAktloyees. t sa e year he recom-
mended to th Administrat4in that the University initiate a pro-
gram, obtained the, necessary approval, arid completed the design
with soiue assistance from experts in gerontology and other age-
related subjects.' In, 1971, the University offered the program for
the first time, and it has been running ever since. AlthOUgh the
program never has been formalized as a staff benefit, the 'Admin-

.
istration and employees alike have given it quasi.-formal status by
their continued support and interest. .,,..

The program is,directeclaentirely hy the Personnel officer. It has
no permanent staff, nor a separate budget. The incidental expenses
for printing, etc. are paid from the Personnel budget. The director
has complete control over tin program's format and content, and
only a few changes have been made since the program's introduc-
lionsin 1971. The amount of time the director devotes .to the pro-.
gram each year represents less than five:percent of his total work

. ..
time.

. 1
Program.Participatio.n. , .

Age 0 was set as the earliest age at which a University of Con-
necticut employee is invited to in the program. The rea-,
son for this relatively young Wage is that the minimum retirement
age for state employees is age 50 ewith ten years' service), and`the
program's target group is people within three to five years of retire-.

ilient. Employeei younger than age 45 are welcome to participate
if 'they have a special interest but otherwise are 'discouraged from

. ,
applying. The average' age of participants has been 55.

The program has had g'reat success in attracting Participants.
The director estimates that dose to 90 percent of the employees

v-
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who have retired froni the University since the program's introduc-
tion took part in it. Participants are given time off to attend ses-,

' sions. Spouses are invited to participate, but their participation has
been lower than hoped. for;'somewhat below 50 percent. The low
rate is attributable t6 the time of d4 when the program is offered
=during normal business hours when manx spouses cannot get
awayand to the University's rural setting which is quite some
distance from the homes of many employees.

Program Components.
The University of Connecticut's program inv ves a group ap-
proach supplemented by one -to -one counseling. One*t-one coun-
seling.sessions usually follow the group 'Meetings and are intended
to personalize information imgarted in them. They have the spe-
cific purpose of covering University benefits and insurance, al-
though the range of 'topics covered is often .much broader.,

The group format is lecture with a question and answer period
afterwards. This approach is particularly well-suited for the large
groups of 100 or more that participate. Usually.' discussions be-

. tween the lecturer and participants, as well as among participants,
follow the questions, and answers. The group segment comprises -

five sessions given one` week apart, each running approximately two
hours and devoted to a separate topic: income and benefits, estgte
planning, physical and mental health, legal affairs, and use, of
leisure time. The meetings are held on campus during regular
working hours.in a large meting hall. The director hopes to ex-
pand the program to cover sonk of the less pleasant aspects of re-
tirement, such as loneliness and boredom, even thpugh he feels
these -topics are not easylo work with and less appealing to par-

< ticipante
-

Other than the program director, lecturers usually are outside'
experts, chosen with considerable care. They must have knowledge
Of the subject matter, of 'course, and also be effective public

speakers and skillful at handling large audiences. Empathy with
the circumstances of older people is a necessary attribute. Speakers
are asked to.donate their time.

Program- Follow-Up arid Evaluation.
The University of Connecticut also makes one-to-one counseling
available for those who.complete the group session's and believe
they need more personalized assistance. The program director de-,
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cided against havingparticipagts make evaluations since they are
so overwhelmingly favorable as to be virtually useless in identify-
ing areas that need improvement. tformal feedback has indicated
that the program is considered pertinent and useful,' although
somewhat deficient in covering4the unpleasant aspects of retirement.

1!:

DUKE UNIVERSITY

Program Development and Administration.
At Duke University, retirement preparation assistance is a recent

4eiitlopment. In :1 972; a newly, appointed director of ilie,,Univer-
L sity's Personnel Department, a strong believer in the need for re-

tirement preparation assistance, assigned a member of the Mining
Section the job of studying.the feasibility of designing and imple-
menting a retirement preparation program for Univ'ersity em-
ployees. Following eighteen months of research and preparation,
she put together a pilot program and completed a manual for pro-
gram leadership. This pilot program was conducted for University
employebs in 1973, and feedback was so favorable that the ,Per-

. sonnel Department decided to offer the program on a regulu'r basis.
In 1974, the Administration on Aging awarded Duke a three-

year grant to test and perfect the model using Duke employees as
subjects:During the term of the grant, responsibility for conducting
the program was shared with the Personnel Department by the
Duke Center for ,the Study of Aging and Human Development.
The grant expired in 1977, and the Office of Continuing Education
has been made responsible for administering and running the pro-
gram. Plans are underway to offer the program to the community
at large as well, as to Duke.staff members.

Program Participation.
Duke set 55 as the earliest age for program eligibility but, because
of a backlog, has not Yet invited employees below age 63. Since
the program was the basis of a research project,. itp design and or-

rti ganization are highly structured and there has been a firm limit on
the number of 'participants. In addition, the program is intended
to'oddress theNneeds of a particular Age cohort of potential retirees'
rather than overlapping cohorts, taking into account the likelihood
that pepple one or two Years from retirement will have edifferent
perspective than those seven or eight years'away. The average age

i
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of participants has been aboYt 69 for the faculty and professional
group and 64 fOr the other group.

Duke operates one progrlm, but does split employees into two
separate groups according to the retirement system to which they
belong. In essence, this arrangement separates faculty and profes-
sionals from the rest of the employees. The part of the program

ffdevoted to sta benefits is different for each group, but the remain- .
ing material is the same. The manner in which subject matter is
covered varies somewhat, however: because the separation by re-
tirement system, is, in effect, also a division along educational
attainment. Material is presented on a more abstract level in -the
sessions for faculty and professionals. In the program's first year,
publicity was used to gain aftentiontelevisiOli exposure and oc-
casional articles in campus and local newspapersbut interest
grew so quickly, that all promOtion was stopped to avoid a situation
of having to turn away people attracted by the publicity.

The participation rate for faculty and professionals has been
slightly lower than that for other'employees. The program director
:believes the reason for the difference is that the program was
initially viewed as being oriented toward non-academic employees
and this image, although fading, still lingers. Spouse participation
has been at a level only abput half that of the employees, mainly
because many invited spouses have had jobs of their own and
could not get away. Special attention is giyen to seeing that spouses
take an active role in the program and in planning for retirement.

Program Components.
Duke's program has small group discussions as its core and also
involves personal counseling on a semi-formal basis. Audio-visual
presentations, worksheets, supplementary reading material and
formal lectures are part of the group. discussioti sessions. Each
session opens with a presentation by an expert in the topic under
consideration. Following this presentation is a question and ansVer
periosi, after which the authority leaves and the group begins a
discussion of the topic under the direction of the prograni leader.
The discussion proceeds without the expert present because it is '--
feapa that his or her presence could disrupt the normal dynamics
of the group and impede open discussion.

The group segment consists`of ,ten sessions, each running from'
two to three liourg. The sessions are held on campus and 'are .

spaced about one month apart. This arrangement is designed to-
33
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give participants enough time to absorb material and to; prepare
for the next session. It also makes scheduling easier. There is a
deliberate- order to the sessions. Emotion-laden topics are dealt
with only after mutual trust and .group cohesiveness Wave devel-
oped. Occasionally, a session will be held in the evening but the
usual pattern is to conduct them during regular working hours.

The average size of a group is between 15-20 people. If a
participant has a unique problem that others do not have or is
reluctant to discuss a personal matter in public, 9e-to-one.scoun-
seling with the program director.is arranged.,In addition, individ-
uals are invited to seek personal counseling between meetings ori
even after the group segment is comwjeted. If the program director '
is 'unable to deal with a personal matter effectively,,the individual
will be referred to someone who can. ,

As' would be expected with ten-sessions, the program is:com-
prehensive. The topics covered include Social Security and Medi-
care, the tversity's retirement benefits, budgeting, estate plan-
ning, legal affairs, consumer awareness, physical ancNnental health,
housing and living arrangements, role relationships, hobbies and
crafts, other leisure time activities, employment opportunities in
retirement, and organizations for retired peOple. The major em-,
phasis is on finances.

Leadership 'skills are especially important in the Duke program,
particularly the ability to direct gifoup behavior, because cohesives
ness and fret exchange in the meetings are critical to its success.
Consequently, the program director must have an aptitude for
working with and leading adulis. Knowledge of specific topics is
less important for the director but essential for )tlecturers or
resource authorities. Most of these experts come from the Duke
community, and recruitment has not been a problem, nor has
training them, because they generally are accustomed to public
speaking and large audiences.

The social dimension is important it the program and substan-
tial time is giiten to establishing a aid foundation to support a
high level of group interaction. Icebreaking techniques .are em-
ployed as are other methods of creating a close group.

Program. Follow-Up and Evaluation.
The Duke program includes the opportunity to take a refresher
course, i.e., repeat file group sessions, ,arid to receive one -to-one
counseling. Program evaluation has been particularly systematic
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and comprehensive since it was 'a condition of the research grant.
Information gain, behavior, and attitude changes- were measured'
by an experiinental technique using test and control groupsge-
sults of the.experimental evaluati_on indicate that program paVici-

pants adjusted to retirement better than the control group in terms

of health ratings', life satisfaction, emotional adjusSment, and
social interaction. In addition, the participants complete ari'
uation questionnaire. Feedback from participants, induding _in-

,

formal reports, has been highly positive. , ,

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Program Development and Administration.
. Formal retirement preparation assistance was first offered toem-

ployees by the IThiversity of Michigan in 1969. Prior to 1969', no

real interest in this kind of assistance had been expresseld by the
employees.or the Administration. The major- impetus came from

Woodrbw Hunter, a pioneer and outstanding contributor to the
research and literature on the subject of retirement preparation.
He approached theAdministration on his own.pd convinced them

to initiate a retirement preparation pro-gram for employees. Mr.
Hunter was then conducting retirement preparation programs
based on his own model Yor'outside group's through UM's Institute

of Gerontology. 4

The Hunter model, was adopted virtually intact for the Univer;
sity's program, and very little development work was neeessary
before its introduction.RespOnsibility for the program lies with the

Office of Staff Benefits and the Training Section of the Personnel
Department, although Mr. Hunter and others at the Institute of

Gerontology, have provided considerable assistance and direcon.
Over the years, some minor changes in program organization and
content were made, but its basic format, small group lecture and
discussion, has remained the same. From 1969 to 1974, only the
professional/administrative, clerical, secretarial, maihtenance and
service staffs participated; a separate program for facility was in-
troduced in 1974 as the result of expression's of strong interest byyr
this-group in response to a survey-questionnaire, '"..

The two programs rare similar in format (group-based) and-
content, biit differ in the lvel at which materials discussed and

01 ..
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in the emphasis given to certain subjects. In addition, the resource
authorities, i.e., experts, used during the various, sessions tend
play a larger role in the faculty program, ivlijch. has a greater
amount of discussion and exchange. UM adOpted the two-program
approach for several reasons: ('1) the financial -concerns of each
group were expected to be differerit, in part becaae faculty salaries
were generally higher; (2) a certain degree of,sOcial,distance was
anticipated between the two groups- because their interests and
experiences were so different, and this might inhibit, exchange of
information, the core Of the prograin; and, (3) classroom respon-

srilities prevented the faculty from attending a program run during
ormal working hours, while other employees with more flexibility

in their work schedules might not have fou'nd evening or weekend
sessions so. attractive. UM's expe'ence with separate programs has
been favorable, and the particip nts in ear program usually ha,ye .
formed fairly cohesive units and taken active roles in the group.
discussions.

The direct costs of , the University. of Michigan's programs are
shared by the Staff BenefitsOffice and the-Personnel Departmen4,:.
although neither carries it as a separate line item In the budget.
The major expense is4the salaries of the programs' leadersor facili-
tators, as they are called, who are University employees. The costs
of printing and materials have been-small, arid just`a fv,, of the
resource authorities receive honorariums. Released time for the
non-instructional staff who attend.7,,the .instructional staff partici-.
pate on their own timeis charged to departments sending people.

Prpgram Participation. ,
The target age for an invitation to the University of Michigan's.
program is 55.This age, was_ seltcted- as the most reasonable 'given.
the normal retirement ages pi 67 -for faculty and- 65* for other -

employees. Tke program director thought that ten to twelve years
was more than adequate time to make and 'carry out retirement
preparations. The average age of participants has been 60.

The acceptance rate has never been calculated for the program-
because there has always been exce,,Ss Zemand. Spouse participation-
also has been good, especiglly for the spouses of faculty. ST-he pro-
gram stresses active'participation by spouses. Realizing that retire-
ment raises many new areas for digussion' betvieen spouses and
that termination of the work,r,ole usually means a significant in-
crease in other roles, including thatbf spouse, the program leaders
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consider joint planning by. husband and wife to be essential to
effective preparation. .

1. ..
Program Components. .

. The initial program at the University of Michigan was a facsimile
4 of Woodrow Hunter's group model. Over the .years, the basic for-

matlecture followed by discussionand content have remained
the same, but some structural changes have occurred. Although

,each session still opens with a formal presentation and concludes
with a group discussion of the topic; lecture is not stressed quite
as much as in the past and the program leaders and resource
authorities deliberately downplay, the instructor `rile and try to
participate as simply other members of the ,group. Group size is
limited to 30 people to permit more open expressicin of ideas. In
addition to the.group approach, theOniversity fir some time has
offered .individual counseling to deal with personal" retirement
matters, almostiexclusively pensions and other benefits. This coun-
seling is an informal procedure, initiated by the individual rather
than the institution; and is not closely linked to the grou'p segment.
It carries an informal status because most employees choose to

. . retire before the mandatory age of 70 and the institution is un-,.
. aware of their plans until notified, which often is very close to the

date of their retirement.
Both group segments, the one for faCulty and the one for other'

employees, are 'comprised of eight sessions -and cover approxi-
mately*the same topics: Social Security and Medicare:the Univer- .
sity's pension plan and other benefits, legal matters, physical and
mental he lth, housing and living afrangements, financial, planning,
new r s, and use of leisure time. The faculty program empha-
sizes investment matters more strongly than doe's the other pro-
:gram. Sessions runabout two hours each and are held in the eve-
ning and during the day on campus in rooms designed specifically
for meetings of this kind. Audio- visual aids are used, and supple-
ciental. reading materials are .distributed.

The progrtm .facilitators have considerable experience in the
design, implementation and evaluation of training prOgrariis and

. thus are skilled in the art of dealing with older people in an educa-
tional- context. Special efforts are made to keep the atmosphere .

informal and friendly and to get participants to interact easily.
Every` program starts with a welcome from an officer of the Uni-
versity and ends with a graduation .celebration. The resource

_
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authorities who make the presentations and participate in the dis-.

cussions come from the local community and include some of .the
University's faculty and officers.

Program Follow-Up and Evaluation.
Eaetiprograin participant has the opportunity to receive individual
counseling just .prior to retirement. Program evaluation is con-
ducted through a questionnaire distributed to participants follow-
ing ,each group session. The evaluations have been consistently,
favorable.
: 44-

. PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Program Development and Administration.
Purdue University's experience'with retirement prep?ration assis-
tance for employees dates from 1972 when a program for the non-
academic and non-professional staffs was initiated to deal with
anticipated problems relating to the reduction of the mandatory
retirement age from 70 to 65.

Purdue's Administration and the Clerical and Service Staff Ad-
visory COMmittee both were moving forces in getting a program/
underway. Responsibility for program development and implemen-
tation was placed with the Personnel Department and the Staff
Benefits, Payroll, and Insurance Department. A team from these
two units designed the program. Leonard Z. Breen, a Purdue
faculty member who-died recentlykwas of great help to the team.
He had conducted extensive research and made major contribu-
tions in' the field of retirement preparation programming. The
College and University Personnel Association supplied useful in-
formation, and the programs of a number of local employers were
studied. -

Considerable experimentation wfth subject matter and the man-
ner in which it is .presbnted has been done since the program's

lriception, but always within the context of tke program's basic for-
mat of lecture and discussion. A separate bilt"similar program for
faculty and other professiotal staff wa's introduced in 197 Again, -

the Administratiop was a prime mover, this time along with the
Faculty and..Staff Compensation and Benefits Committee, with` the
impetus coming from the success of the clerical and service aff.
progra,m. Both programs have formalized objectives ari'd are firmly
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established within the institution's benefits system. Throughout the
University, starting in the President's Office, -there is. a feeling of
strong support fOr this assistance. , I

Both the professionals' program and the clerical, secretarial,
,fr.

maintenance, and service staffs' program cover the same material,
with one exception. This exception is Univrsity 'benefits and insur-
ance-t-participants in the different programs also are in separate
retirement systems. The principal" reason for the two-program
arrangemerit is the belief 'that the people in the two groups have

{- differing needs, especially with regard to financial matters. The ar-
rangement has a ,drawback: considerably more time, effort, and
expense are involved in running two programs than One. The di-

. rector of theprograms indicated, however, that interest in partici-
Tating has been so great during the pasf few years that more than
one program would have been necessary 'anyway. Each session of
both programs -is conducted twice, once during the day' (nd then, ,repeated in the evening:

cz,

Purdue University's Staff Benefits. Payroll, and Insurance Office
anti the_Personnel Department share the programs' expenses; Actu-
ally, the expenses are absorbed rather than shared because specific
costs are not separately identified. Nopersonnel staff works ex-
elusively on the program and most ,of the lecturers have dohated
theieservi'ees. Expenses have been mostly for printing and supplies.
Released time is Written- off by the _University for those who attend
the sessions.

3

Program Participation.
Purdue University established 55 as the threshold age for an invi-
tation to participate in the programs, but has not yet worked,down
to it. Last year the age 58 group was invited for the first -timetAge
55 was selected because it was the target age for most of the re-
tirement preparation programs of other employers in the area
around the University, but also with the recognition that younger
employees might be too occupied with family obligations and
careers to have p serious interest in retirement planning.

' The participation rate has been around 40 percent, but lower
for the faculty and other professionals, Possibly because thqir pro-,
gram has been running for a shorter time than the one 'for the
clerical and service staffs. Spouse ,attendance has been low at- the
day sessions but high at the evening sessions in both programs. The

, programs' director does not link the difference entirely to spouse
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participation but has obserVed that the evening iession tend to be
much more spirited than the day sessions. -

P

fi , Program Components.
..,

Retirement preparation. assistance at Purdue University
group-_-meetings- and 'personal' counseling. Flere, too, one-0-one

counseling is an infiirrnal procedure, but one which well-known
and widdly used. c.

-

The need for and frequency of one-0-one counseling `is deter-
mineeby employees: Howevere all deans and department heads

- , .,.
'are notified foutinely "about the people. in their units who arewith-
in one year of retirement and are encouraged to urge them to seek
peIonal counseling on retirement matters. The counsetini is con-

, d ted by the,,Staff r-enefits, Payroll, and ;Insurance Office, but is
not restricted to benefits and insurance. Frequently, the counselor
Will visit'Mential retireeg ,at their places of work rather than hay-
ing,them come to the office, which reinfordes the informaltanding
of theeounseling. -, \_ k,t ._ .

The group 'format, as, well as the Content of the five sessions
comprising the, full grOu p program,' resulted from the background

, ,,,, r.
research on the. program. The bagic format is lecture followed by.
a question and answer period: In addition, supplementary reading 41'
material ts dis,tribtited to participants. This approach Was selected
because the planners anticipated large groups, at least during the

,,first few years, when there would be a considerable backlog of
eligible employees. Each:of the five sessions; which are held' on
campus' one week apart, runs aboUt two hO61rs. r"-wr

A number of different subjects usually are covered in a session,
although each; session has a central theme.- The first session is an
introductory exercise looking at" retirement in andth.._ e need

. to plan carefully for t time of life. The, second session &Ns with.
Social Securit and edicare, the third with University benefits
and insurance, the fottrth'with legal and other financial affaifs, and .

C the last with personaThplaniiing niethcids. The lecturers are drawn\ from the Uniliersity Community whenever possible. They are.
f .; chosep for their knoWledge and credibility in the subject area, and ..

alsO.for killskinblitheir puc'sreg s, :-.,,
w

- A top administration. official` always speaks at the first'session to

, demonstrate.theUrrivers'ity's stiPport for the program. There is a
systematic prbmotion plan for the program : deans and department ,
heads are asked to encourage thefr eligible employees to attend and

^. - .

-
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-,,articles 'about the program appear regularly in the school and em-
ployee newspapers during the enrollment period. Special efforts are
.madeto keep ,the atmospltere,at the sessions open and casual.

I
51W

Program Follow-Up-and Evaluation.
Purdue University does not Dave a follow-up procedure for its
group sessions per,se, but does offer one-to-one counseling on re-
tirement matters to all potential retirees. This counseling may -pre-

. cede or be in lieu of the group component. M the- end, of each
group session, the participants are asked to evaluate it on a check-
list form. Evaluations have'besn highlji positive. ,

V
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CHAPTER VI
NON-PENSION BENEFITS
PROVIDED FOR.
RETIRED EMPLOYEES

The questionnaire sent to the 2,800 colleges and universities also
, .

sought information about programs the institutions, had for their
retired staff membeis. 'The survey asked: Does your institution'

'presently mainthinscontact with and/or assist formekemployees now
retired? Eleven'of the 2,210 respondents did not answer. Of the
2,199 respondents that did. answer, 929 (42 percent) reported
Yes, 1,219 (56 percent) reported No, and the remain'ing.51 (2
percent) indicated that their institutions had had no retirements
as yet. Table 2 offers a breakdown by control, level, and size of
the institutions which do help their retirees in some way. Nothing
relating to the three variables distinguishes these institutions fiom'
those that do not assist or keep in touch with their retirees.

Table° 2
Institutions Having Programs For Retired Employees
By Control, Level And Size

'Public Private

Total 4-Year 2-Year 4-Year 2-Year

XX 8
cn X"

929 10 93 177 21 72 57 192

100% 1% 10% 19% 2% 8,% 6% 21%
*Less than 0.5 percent

42

221

24%

Is '5 to

5'5

6%

25

3%

5

1%

,1

*
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The 929 Colleges And universities, reporting programs for
already-retired employees were °requested to complete a series of
questions about these benefits. The fiat questions covered the 'spe-
cific facilities, privileges, and benefits provided (other than those
which were made available by the institutions_to the general pub-
lic). Seventy-nine percent (736) of the 929 institutions provided
this,data-7-84 percent of the public 4-ycar_grbup, 80 percent of the
private 4kyear group, 72 opercent of the, public 2-year group, and

'percent of the private 2-year group.< RepOrts were made by
checking a list of _facilities, privileges, and staff benefits offered to
former employees.

Table 3 shows the types of benefits provided by control and type
of institutions. Library privileges, ust of athletic and recreational
facilities, and tickets to athletic and cultural events were made
available by two-thirds or more of the schools. 'Continuation of
group health insurance coverage and cafeteria or dining room
privileges were reported by a majority, although the insurance
sometimes was available for retirees only to age 65. Except for the
opportunity to take courses at special rates, no other benefit was
offered by more than 40 percent of the institutions. Data in this
table indicate differences between the 4 -year and 2-year institu-
tions: proportionately more'of the 4-year'group made a particular
item available in practically every instance.

The institutions also were asked which employee classes Were
eligible for each benefit item; and whether any charges were made:
Tables 4A and B show this information. Brealcdowns by institu-
tional control and type are not shOwn because there were only
minor differences along these two variables: proportionately fewer 4,

public than private institutions had no-charge arrangements while
2-year colleges were more likely than 4-year fo offer a particular
item to thee non-teaching and non-professional staffs as well as to
faculty.
' Percentages in Table 4A show the proportion of institutions
offering a benefit tb retired employees in each of four work classifi-
cations. For example, of the 476 institutions giving information
about eligibility (and charges) for athletic events and recreational
facilities, all extend this privilege to retired faculty but only 82
percent include retired service worker". Percentages in Table 4B
indicate the proportion of institutions charging, or not charging
former employees for the availability and use of an item. Per-
zentages total 100 percent reading across. For example, 59 Per-

°
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Table 3 . '
Proportion Of Institutions Making f'acilities:Privileges, And Benefits Available To Retired Staff

_XN
Total

-Year 2-Year
Public, Private Public Private

Athletics/ Recreational Facilities 69%' 73% ' 71% 1 54% !. 59%
Cafeteria/Dining Room ' 53 49 59 42 47
Concerts/ Dramatics/ Lectures 66 60 73 59 41

Course Offerings 42 44 42 33 47
Library. b

-

, 80 78 87 60. 88

Discounts, At Bookstores, Etc. 27 25 34 0 29 .-
Children/ Spouse, Education 24 14 34 8 29
Financial Loans 3 i 7 2

Housing 4 3

'Parking' ,
35

4
45, 3(2-s- 27 18 ,

Office/Laboratory Facilitiei - . 20 30 19 ,4 6

SeCretarial/Clerical Alsiitance .8
,

" 11 7 5 6

University/Faculty Club 20-.. 4.,, 35 16 3 12

Social/Professional Clubs 12 `. .,- .-' 17 11 7 -6

Group Travel --,
11 15 , '11 3

--. ,
6

Group Health-Insurance , , . 63 77 57 . 54 47
Group Life Insurance ,39 ' 54 34 24 24
Medical Counseling/Examinations 2 -'' 2 3

Medical Treatment .,, , 3 2 ,4 2

Infirmary/Hospital Facilities 4 5 4
4

.77 ' Ait
Job Placeinent/Employment Counseling 5 5 5 6 6
Financial Counseling 6 5 8 5 6

Legal Counseling 1 1 1
r

.

Personal Counseling
.

18
n = 736

24,
n=236

15
n=175

13
n=108

12
n=lf

4 4 .
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Table 4A
(J.) Proportion Of Institutions Making A Benefit' Item Available To Retired.Staff In Different Work Classifidationscr,

Retired
Administrators.

Retired And Other
Faculty Professional's

Athletics/Recreational Facilities n=476 100% 95%
Cafeteria/Dining Room n=s362 100, 97
Concerts /Dramatics /Lectures n=451 100 96 '
Course Offerings n=285 100 95
Library ° , n=537 100 95

Discounts, At iookitorq, Etc.' n=180 100 92 ?.

Children/Spouse Education n=165 100 94
Financial Loans -\ n=2Q 100 .' 100
.Housing n=27 100 79
Parking ' -.'`,_ . n=238 100 93

,,' Office /Laboratory.Facilities 'n=125 97 37
Secretarial/Clerical Assistance n=46 , 91 49
University/Faculty Club ri=113 100 , 80
Social/Professional Clubs n=80 98 90
Group Travel ..' n=77 100 9040,

Group Health Insurance n=405 100 96
Group' Life Insurance* n=251 98 96
Medical Counseling/Examinations n=15 100 88
Medical Treatment v n=15 100' 95
Infirmairy/Hospital Facilities n=24 100 92

Job Placement/Employmenti Counseling n=32 94 86
Financial Counseling n=39 100 98
Legal Counseling n=6 100 100 .
personal Counseling n=119 100 96

Retired Retired
Clerical- Service-
Secretarial Maintenance
Personnel Personnel

83% ; 84
88 85
83 82
84 83
83 81

73 73
74 71
91 87

' 43 '39..
76'

7 7
9 9

27 22
48 44 6
78 77

89 87
./89 88

50 54
65 65
84 84

75 s... 69
86 0 89
83 83
91 91`



Table 4B
,Cost To Retired Staff Of The Benefit Item Made Available 4

,,
. Charge That Is

No
Os . Total

Less Than For
Charge Present Staff

l'' Athletics/Recreational Facilities n=-% 476 100% 59 = 1

Cafeteria/Dining Rom n=-362 100% 6 1

Conderts/Dramatics/ Lectures n=451' 100% 39 . 2 ''''
COurse Offerings -... , ' n=5.85 .100% 47 5
Library .. n=537 100% 82 t _

f.,----.
. Discounts, At Bookstores, Etc. _ n=180 100% 9 - .22

Children/Spouse Education n=165 100% 37 '. 1

Financial Loans n = 20 100% 5 -

7.n =27 100%Housing n
Parking n=238 100% 68 .. 3

Office/Laboratory Facilities n =125 100% 88 1

Secretarial/Clerical Assistance n=46 100% '85 2
. Upiversity/Faculty Club . n=133 , 100% 24 16

Social/Professional Clubs , 'n=80 100% 29 1

Group Travel n=77 100%
1 .

3 5
',.

Group Health Insurance n=405 100% 23 14

Group Life Ipsurgnce
_

n=52 100% 36 10
MedicalCouns'eling/Examinations . n=15 100% 4
Medical Treatment 'i"r" - n=15 100% 33

infirmary/Hospital Facilities ..' n=24 100% 17

Job Plaeement/Emproymentliounseling,. n=32 100% 88
_-

(..; 6Financial Counseling 'n=39 100% "85

-4 Legal Counseling n=6 100% 100 ,,,
Personal Counseling rr= 119 100% 84 1

46

Charge That Is
Same As Or
More Than For
Present Staff -

40
93
59
48
1,8

89
62
95
93
29

/

11

13
60

, 'JO

92

63 -,

All
67 ,

83

15



4
cent of the 476 institutions giving information about charges (and
eligibility) for athletic events and recreational- facilities did not
charge and 41 percent did.

Finally, the institutions were asked if they confer emeritus status
on retired faculty and, if so, whether any of the items were pro-
vided only for faculty emeriti or if faculty emeriti received any

-other special considerations. A total of 587 institutions indicated
that they confer emeritus-status, and 127'c, them offered retired
faculty emeriti benefits or privileges nor available to non-emeritus
retired faculty. In most cases, the additional privilege was the use
of an'office oK laboratory aswell,as the prpviSion of secretarial or
technical assistance and/or- special parking privileges. A few insti-
tutions reported items not on the survey list, such as having one's
picture displayed in a plalt.iitIfior. '

A second set of questions asked 'whether the colleges maintained
irect contact with former employees and, if so, how this was done.

Seventy -two percent (663) of the 929 potential responding institu-
tions retorted that they kept in touch with retirees, 7 percent (68)
that they did not, and 21 percent (198) failed tb answer'the ques-
tion. Very little difference by control or.type of institutions was
notices.

The institutions indicated their methods of staying in contact
with foimer employees by use of 'a checklist. Table 5 diiplays the °
data reported 4,08 institutions. Entries are arrayed from most
frequent to least frequent. The most popular means of maintaining e CO

contact was through the mailing.of school or other publications,.
closely followed by contact in connection with pensions and other
benefits and by invitation to return for school events."The remain-
ing seven methods were employed, in much fewer instances. Some
va cations by 'control. and type of institution can be seen-. For ex-
am private institutio s were more likely than public to: mail
materials to retirees, in luding greeting cards; invite former em-
ployees back for school events; and, have school representatives

'write, call, or visit retir es from time to time,
Finally, the institutions were asked if contaet with retirees was

on a formal or informal basis and which offiae or department was
respopihle for this activity. Six-hundred-fifty answered the first
part df this question and 628 responded to the second pail; Three-
quarters (4'87) of the institutions reported that the cat-ad was on
an informal or semi-formal basis; just 130 reported formalized
procedures: One reason for the lack of formality is that ttvo-thirds

4
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Table 5 .

Proportion Of' Institutions Maintainng Contact With Retired Staff

Mailing of School or Other Publications

In Connection With Pensions and Other Benefits

Invftatioti to School Events, Stich as Commencement
e f,,

ers' Holding Special Events for Retirees, Such as Dinn

Open Invitation to- Return and Talk Over Things

Routine Updating of Personnel Records -

Sending Greeting Cards on Birthdays, Holidays, Etc.

Having a School Representative Write, Call, or Visit

Sponsoring a Retirees' Club

Following Up on a Retirement Preparation'Program

a
Total

4-Year 2-Year

Public Private Public Private''
74% 64% 81% ,

:
-

.
67% 80%

67 74 68 48. 50
.f

,62 45-- 72 64 65

30 28 30 - 30 30

23 30 20 19 20

19 17 21 17 15

14 6 - 19 10 35

11 , 6 16 6 20
.

lo 3

qv

6

2 3 1 2
.

n=658 n=208 n=342 n=88 n=20 '



of the schools maintained contact through more ihari one unit. In
- almost every case where one office coordinated all Contact the

procedure was formal. Usually, this unit was the Personnel Depart-
ment; occasionally it would be the Business Office or the Public

, Relations Department.
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CHAPTER VI:
RETIREMEJT P.REPARATION'
IN PERSP CTIVE.

The population of the United States is growing steadily older. To-
day, the medidn age is 200; seven years ago it was'27.9. Projec-
tions have tliemedian age rising to 34.8 by the year 2000 and to
37.8 by 2030. The birth rate and the fertility rate have been in
steady decline for a number of years, while people in general ar4
more healthy and long-lived. Life expe ancy at birth has risen
from about 68 years,in 1950 to abdut 2 years today, 76.5 for
women and 68.7 for men. Almost- 2 illion people are age 65

nor -older, and the figure is increasing at a rate of more than 1,000
*per day. In 1977, about two million people will 'turn 65. By the
year 2000, the population age 65 or bldg is expected to be about
30 million; as a proportion of the total population, this:older group

, will aPprqximate 12 percent,- a sipi4c.ant increase over the 1970
prpportiotrof 9.S %. the year 200, fit number of people age
65or.older is expected to exceed 50 milliOn and 'comprise about
17 peitetit'pf the total population. Th4 sharp rate of growth in the

%lder las ("jand will) plaCe increasing strains and de-
!hands siicietp resZiurcesandiupport systems.

'Those are.'m the older U.S. population grou_N (recognizing,
that "61d6P:is a skinewharsubjectiye arid-, arbitrary 'designation)
iave experienceitand have survii4d ,someturbulent times: .two
world-wide wars and two smaller -scale conflicts, the. Great De-
pressio and several recessiciis;and the emergence and spreadof
a highitechnical, specialized, orglnized; and urbanized society.
Change has filled their existence. Yet, 'after being called on to
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demonstrate adaptability, independence, and productivity all their
lives, older people frequently are forced into passive,, non- produc-
tive roles, once they cease working. That is not to say the older
population is a homogeneous group. They are as div7rse and differ-
entiated as any other age. group. However, at retirement (either
mandatory or voluntary) a person's options in many areas ,of life
can be reduced dramatically and become 'progressively fewer with
the passage of time. Without adequate preparation for this ,situa-
tion and witlyAut foreknowledge of likely retirement circumstances,
Individuals can find retired life to be a distyrbing and, possibly,
unpleasant experience.

A_realistic and comprehensive retirement preparation program
can facilitate the transititm from worker to retiree by giving No-
spective retirees and their'families useful informatioh, helping thelip-
to develop an fliotional readiness, and stimulating them to make
and carry out worthwhile plans.,

WORK AND RETIREMENT -

Work is one of the most significant human activities.gt gives .peo-
ple the opportunity to be productive and creative,' bring& personal
and financial rewards, and provides a network of social contact.
Work equates with independence, accomplishment, prestige, and a
defined position in society. Moreover, it organizes life and provides
a tight framework for daily existence. Suspension or termination of -

work can 'seriously disrupt one's liferid eliminate a principal °
source of status and satisfaction:-

In contemporary society, one who lives the average life span can/ expect sometime to retim'be retired, or be .affeeted by retirement.
Retirement has become an institutionalized aspect of society, ,al-
most a commonplace event, but this was not always so. In mdny
respects, retirement is a phenomenon unique to the twentieth
century. Prior to this century, most workers continued working
until they died or were no longer physically able, but the interplay
of several factors brought about what J. Roger O'Meara, formerly
of The Conference goard, has termed the 'retirement revolution."
These factors were:.government pRgrams, Sscial Security in par-
ticular; actions by business organizations agd unions resulting in
shorter work careers .and greater economic security.; medical ad-
vances and increased longevity; and technological and social ad-

.
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vances which brought about drastic changes in work and leisure
patterns.

Retirement may be viewed as a breaking point with the past
with former life styles, activities,- friends, and "colleattiesrather
than as a normal part of the continuum of life, but this view would"'""
be mistaken. Retirement is now an accepted fact of life as well as a
way of life.

GROWING INTEREST IN RETIREMENT PREPARATION

Careful planning for major life events is not uncommon through=
our most of'life, but planning is frequently overlooked when it
comes to retirement, People neglect to plan 'for retirement fot a
Thriety of reasons. -`on-ie are highly personal, such-as an unwilling-*
ness to leave work Or a. lack of planning Others are less per-
sonal and relate.directly or indireMy to the absence in our society A

of institutionalized systems for retirement preparation assistance.,
Individuals are directed and influenced by society's institutions
throughout the first three .quarters of life through school and the
work yeaqand then it appears, that they must enter and pass
through the last quarter with considerably ess institutional' direc-
tion or support, Social Security, pension, and special programs for
older people notwithstanding. While this statement may well be
hyperbole, the director of a national retirement organization re-
cently observed that people commonly devote molt time and effort
to planning a two-week vacation than to preparing for,Tetired life,
a period that Might span two decades or more. _

There is -evidence that inteirest in retirement preparation has
been growing on both the indil,idtral and institutional levels in

'recent years. 'Thfnumber of organiiations Providing retirement
planning assistance has increased, as has the numbei of people

, seeking this assistance and the number of people enrolling in as-
sociations of retirees, such as the National Retired Teachers
Association, the American Association of Retired Persons and the
National Council of Senioi Citizens. Also, coverage of, retirement
questions has expanded considerably in both technical and general
readership publications, television, and other media, This interest
is likely to grow because the four facto6 that were primarily re-
sponsible for sparking it are likely to become more intensified in
the future. These faCtors are: 1) an expanding retitemerft ethic;
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2) the changing circumstances of older people; 3) increases in the
number of senior workers and the proportion of older people in
the total population; and 4) heightened concern among employers
for the Welfare of employees.

1. The Expanding Retirement Ethic.
Americad-society was greatly influenced by the work ethic during.
its first 300 years. This ethic instill a vital force, but in the last
50 or so years, as the six-day and then the five-andtone-half ;day
work Weele.disappeared, a new ethic featdring leisure has emerged
and exerted an increasing impact on society's institutions and in-
dividuals' value systems. Retirement as a social, invention is one
phenomenon of the leisure ethic, and has made a major impact on
qociety ill its own right. Social Security, Medicare, retirement com-
munities, retirement organizations, and early or phased retirement
practices, are jut a few examples of recent innovations that,mark
the growing influence of retirement as a social phenomenon.

People have not only been reorienting their values with respect
to work,-leisure, and retirement in recent years. They also have
been coming to recognize retirement as a commonplace 'event and
retirql life as a distinct phase in the life cycle. Moreover, there has
been growing realization that individuals should prepare for the
experiences and responsibilities of retirement just as they would for
any other stage in life. Fortunately, the myth that older people are
rigid in behavior and attitude& has been debj.inked; considerable
evidence exists to prova.that people do not necessarily lose their
ability (or passion) for learning new ideas and ways of doing
things as-they grow old.

2. The Changing Circumstances of Older People.
The status of older people in society has generally improved over
the last thirty years. Robert N. Butler, Director of 'the National,,
Institute on Aging, has written that the present and upcoming
generations of older people are and will be more numerous, better .

educated, better circumstanced, more politically aware, and more
demanding of their rights than any past generation. One strongly
expreis' ed titmand of older people has been their bid for stronger
support systems for people such as themselves who are outside the
economic mainstream, including better assistance, in preparing for
retirement. Many factors have contributed to, the changed- circum-
stances of the older population. Some of the more significant are
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longer life expectancies, imprOved standards, Of living, the waning
of the extended family system, growth of sociiI supportprograms,
and greater acceptance of alternate life styles.

More people are living longer on the average than_ ever before.
Statistics 'reported,,by the Bureau, of the Censlis show the normal
life expectancy at 65 to be about I8 years for a woman and 14
years for a matt In addition, longevity should continue to improve
as a 'result of medical advances, better health and hospital care,
and higher standards of Living.

,General economic- progreSs; as well as Social Security and pen-
sion plans, has enabled older people to live more comfortably and
independentlY than in the past. This is not to spy that -they are
better off relative to the rest of the population; older people are, in
fact, considerably poorer- (an overall income level about, half that
of ,all other adults), As a group, however, thejr aggregate wealth
and economic impact are substantial. Localized impacts can be
great. Forexainple, the Sun City, retirement community in Arizona
is estimated to contribute bout $330 million annually to the state's
economy, and its residents hold over 10 percent of all the state's
savings accounts.

When the country's economy changed from basically rural-
centered and agricultural >, urban-centered and industrial, changes
in tky patterns of family living arrangements followed. A family
system in which three or more generations live together in the same
house or in close proximity became less and less common. Today,
adults of different generations fre4ueni4y live considerablp distances

farce. Th6 pop ation at all ages has become less iieliant on the
awrin supply a dynamic economy with a mobile rlbor

family and more dependent on other (non-family) systems' and
themselves. An increasing array of opporninjties or 'options for
obtaining assistance became available to older °people, including.
Social Security and Kedfoare, pension plans, retirement organiza-
tions, retirement cornInunities gore will probably, be forth-

,
./

Society's norms have changed with respect to life styles of older
people. NO longer is the "grandparetie: role thought to be typical.
Older people are increasingly seen and portrayed as active, in-
volved, and creative individuals, due in part to the growing. ac--

ceptance f leisure 4 a worthwhile pursuit for peoplesof .all agesa
challenge ra er than an escape. Life styles are not as prescribed
for older peopl as they once were. ,Retirees have as many, -if not
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dimensional employer-employee relationship. In the wake of the
change, managers have crime to'realize that workers do not neces-
sarily ,fipd work intrinsically rewarding, nor do they derive full
satisfaction and motivation from remuneration alone. As a conse-
quence, employers have turned increasingly to the social and per-
sonal dimensions of motivation and have become more sensitive
and responsive to workers' needs, including those that have conse-
quence after an employee leaves work. It is now commonly recog-
nized that a retiring employee,'even one with a substantial pension,
needs more than a farewell dinner, a gold watch, and a pat on the
back as he or she heads into retirement. This broadened -employer
interest can be traced to several factors.

Labor unions have been a major influence, of course. As labor
unions grew in membership and power, they brought a new balance
to the employer/employee relationship and exerted pressures to
improve working conditions. The federal and state governments
also have acted to limit tile. employer's role in controlling the work
environment

Impetus for change came from within management as well as
from outside. Developments in management thedry dufing the last
thirty or forty years have emphasized the importance of social and
perscrnal factors on employee productivity, morale, and loyalty.
Gradually these theories were integrated with established theories
and practices, and managers (and potential managers) learned that
the "economic man' theory of motivation no longer could solely
explain employee motivation. Organizations began to pay attention
to nblieconomic motivators and to redefine the objectives and ex-
pand the scope of their benefits programs.

Another factor has been the dissipation of the American tradi-
tions of independence and self - reliance. The reality and complexi-

es of modern society have eroded the philosophy that individuals
are entirely responsible for their own destiny. It is widely recog-
nized That some people cannot cope alone with the demands of

_everyday life, and ,various supped systems have developed to help
them function in society. Given this milieu, increasing employer
involvement in aiding employees with a variety of personnel and,
benefit programs is-notfrurprising.

7he four factors just discussed are major reasons why interest in
older ;people, retirement, and retirement preparation has been in-
.
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creasing at a noteworthy rate during the last few decades. The
literature dealing with retirement preparation, while by no means
extensive or exhaustive, has been growing at a rapid pace also; the
subject has been receiving coverage in both scientific and popular
publications. A number of the reports and articles address the defi-
nition of an employer's role and responsibility in helping employees
get ready for retirement.
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CHAPTER VII:
DOES THE EMPLOYER
HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY
FOR RETIREMENT a

PREPARATION ASSISTANCE?
O

oy

-

Individuals bear the ultimate responsibility to plan and prepare
for their own retirements and no employer should be expeCted to
carry out this work for an employee. However, an employer can
help an, employee get ready for retirement by offering encourage-
ment and guidance in designing and following through on an
organized.approach to retirement preparation. Gerontologists. are
in agreement that realistic preparation for rgtirernent can reduce
anxieties and correct misconceptions that people have.with regard
to retirement as well as facilitate the transition from worker to
retiree with a minimum Of friction and disruption.

The' literature on retirement preparation programming offers
differences of opinion as to whether employers should be providing
this assistance. Opponents of employer involvement cite a number
of other institutions that are better suited than business organiza-
tions to deal With retirement issues and problems, many of which
are outside-tae work context. Schools and government agencies are
frequently mentioned as more appropriate instruments.. The major
argument against, employer-sponsored programs, however, holds
that retirement preparation is such a highly personal matter That
the individual musk have ultinrate responsibility for it. This view
holds that an employer's' responsibility to retired employees ends
with the pension; all other' retirement matters must be handled by
individu'als acting in their own self-interest.

Experience to date indicates that employers in general have
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adopted a position of minimizing -involvement in assisting em-
ployees with retirement preparation., A number of reasons-under-
lie this action or, perhaps, lack of 'action. Such practical ton-,
siderations as cost, absence of'qualified staff, lack of expertise,
and relatively few retirements have played a role. So too has the
element of benign neglect: retirement preparation has never been
a major social concern, so employers have not had a compelling
reason to take an interest in .developing programs nor have they
been pushed to do so by workers or unions.

Proponents of active employer involvement in retirement prepa-
ration assistance base their arguments mainly on the difficulties and
failures individuals have had in taking the initiative to plan for
retirement. Many people. drift into retirement unaware of the
drastic adjustments in routine and life style that usually will
occur. Others deliberately defer planning for retirement because
they dislike or fear the idea of retiring with its connotations of old
age, 4imini§hed capabilities, reduced social status, etc. Since
individuals are often unwilling or tunable to start planning for
retirement, employer assistance is both useful and necessary.
Another line of reasoning.followed by this side holds that retire-
ment affects many parties besides the retireespouse; family,
friends, neighbo and the employer arc touched in varying ways
and degreesso the worker should not, have to bear total re-'
sponsibility Mr retirement preparation. In a similar vein, the
employer has an economic interest to protect; a major goal of the
staff benefits *gam of most organizations is to get employees to
retirement in good health and with the promise of financial
security for the years ahead. An employer, therefore, should do
everything posgble.to minimize the risk of having this investment
diluted.

The Mercer Bulletin of April 1976 titled "Preparing for Retire-
ment".add.resses the question of employer responsibility RN- helping
employees prepare for retirement and summarizes the arguments
on both sides. From this discussion and from other sources, a
number of specific arguments emerge regardibg direct and active
employer involvement, arguments for and against.

For: O'"
1. Many employers set and.endorse -a mandatory retirement age,
theroby removing same of the employee's choices and freedom.
For, individuals who-do not want to cease working, compulsory
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'retirement can be traumatic and disruptive. Research findings
have shown that people forced into retirement usually are less
prepared for it and are often more dissatisfied with their'lives
after leaving work. Since employers create a, situation for potential
problems for employees, they should accept some responsibility in
mitigating pr avoiding its ,harmful effects. Legislation to raise or

drop mandatory retirement ages could alter this arguthent, of
course, but might result in heightened interest by employers and
employees alike in establishing counseling programs which help
individuals to understand the retirement options they hale in life.

2. Employers increasingly have been supporting, if not en-
couraging, a trend towards early retirement, principally because
it creates opportunities for younger workers. This has created
situatiOhs in which older empldyees must make a decision on the
option to retire early, but in many instances are not adequately
prepared to make a sound de-cisiOn. Retirement preparation pro-
grams can help them to decide rationally about their available
options..

- 3. Erfiployers acknowledge a financial responsibility to their
retired employees by providing them with pensions7"A question
arises as to whether the responsibility to retirees begins and ends
with financial assistance. A retirement preparation program is a
concrete way for employers to enhance their financial investment
in employees, as "well as to- demonstrate concern for their quality

° of life.
4. An organization's former workers have a definite impact on

its corporate image. The physical, emotional, and financial con-,
dition of a company's retirees reflect not only the 'quality (*its
benefits program but' also its level of concern for the general
well-being of employee's whether. they are active or retired. An
employee benefit program that includes assistatibq in retirement
planning can serve to minimize situations in which poorly circum-
stanced, unhappy retirees could damage an organization's image.

5. Retirement preparation programs can be of direct benefit
to employers in other,ways besides an enhanced corporate image.
If a program improves the morale of older employees, they May
become more Contented and pri!luctive. Younger workers cart be
positively influenced as well, since most will realize that the
treatment of older collygnei is the treatment they can expect
some day themselves-. ',recruitment and retention may also
improved by a program.
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, 6. C ertain' humanistic considerations apply. Practically every-.
one will benefit from life planning assistance no matter what age
they might be. Yet, training and counseling programs seem, almost
universally to be for the benefit of younger workers, and older
employees have limited or no opportunities in these programs. A
retirement preparation program may balance this situation some-
what `and perform a social good at the same time.

. A retirement, preparation program can be an effective in-
strument for communicatingjnformation about pension and other,
benefits to employees, a factor especially importankto employers
affected by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act.

52

Against
On the other side, specific arguments may be cited to support the
view that employers should not assume an active role in helping, -

' employees prepare for retirement.
1. Retirement preparation is a highly personal matter and

employers have no bUsiness getting involved in the personal affairs
of employees.

2. Retirement is more an extension of one's leisure activities
than of one's work. ..inployers have no responsibility for the
concerns of employees which are outside the work context.

3. Employers take on risks when advising employees in non-
work-related areas. Should something go wrong because of plans
made as a result of participation in retirement preparation pro-
gram, employers may be blamed even though they had no direct
involvement in the actual planning process.

Erhployers should not initiate tfie involvement of indiViduals
4-iin unpleasant mattbrs and, since many people dread retirement

employers may seriously disturb employees by inviting them to
participate in a retirement preparation program.

5. Some employers do not have the financial of personnel re-
sources to develop and adminisier a worthwhile retirement prepa-

, ration program. In such cases it is probably better that no program
be offered rather than run one which may be weak and incapable
of fulfilling einployees'rexpectations.

6. Retirement pieparation programs .are costly and time-coil-
smiling, and there is not much hard objective evidence to prove
that, they have a positive effect on employee morale, job per-
formance, retention, and attitude toward the employer.

7. Retirement preparation pro&rams could create resentment
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rather than appreciation among empldyees should their purpose
be misconstrued as paternalistic or, .woise, subtle pressure to retire.

At present, few organizations provide any retirement preparation
-, assistance for their employees and fewer still sponsor programs

that could be considered comprehensive. However, employer in-
terest in helping employees prepare for retirement is growing
according to two recent surveys,,one by The ConferenceBoard in
1974 and the other by the University of Michigan-Wayne State
University Institute of Labor and Industrial Relationi in 1975.`
The growing interest is attributable to a variety of factors," some
of which were discussed in the previous section of the report.
increased numbers of older workers (and retirees), an expanding'
retirement ethic, heightened employer involvement in employees'
personal affairs, and the changing circumstances of older people.
Some related factors are increased corporate acceptance of con-
cepts of social responsibility, a trend toward early retirement and
the use of other human reSurce options, and the increasing
influence of associations of retired persons and other organizations
representing older people. Nevertheless, managers and personnel
specialists in general are neither well-informed about retirement
preparation programming, nor fully .aware of the positive effect
these programs can have.

Employers that have decided to offer retirement preparation
assistance to employees have had to decide how far the program
should go. Certainly an employer's role should ndt stretch to the
point of telling employees what to do or how to do it. The most
that should be expected of employer involvement is help in gaining
awareness

A
of likely retirement circumstances and assistance in

setting realistic goals. Theo more comprehensive the coverage of
es1ntial aspects of retirement living the better the program will be.

'O'Meara, J. Roger, Retirement: Reward or Rejection?, The Conference
board, Inc., New York-1977. .

Prentis, Richard S., National Survey of Fortune's 500 Pre-Retirement Plans
and Polities, Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations, University of
Michigan-Wayne State University, Ann Arbor and Detroit 1975. ,
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CHAPTER VIII:
APPROACHES TO .

PROVIDING RETIREMENT
PREPARATION ASSISTANCE ,

Most, if not all, retirement, preparation programs have as an overall
goal one, two, or all three of the following objectives: 1)Ninstruct
participants about likely retirement experiences, and circumstances;
2) improve participants' attitudes toward aging and retirement;
and, 3) motivate participants to make -and carry out retirement-
relited plans. These programs are a form of anticipatory socializa-,
tion with the primary purpose of see4hg that people are not caught
unaware and unprepared for retired lift They are designed to help
individuals and couples understand the aging process, become
aware of problems that might occur after leaving the work role,
learn where .and to whom tei go for direction in dealing with these
problems,vd develop skills for setting realistic. goals.

RetiremeNt preparation programs are offered in a variety of .

different forms, but fivedistinct, approaches can be identified: I)
one-to-one counseling; 2) 'media utilization; 3) lecture (usually
including a question and answer 'session); 4) small group -dis-
cussion; and, 5) combined lecture and group discussion. Quite /
few programs use more than one of these five approaches.

I. One-to-One counseling.
Individual counseling is the most common approach to employer-
sponsored retirement planning assistance, partly because it is a
relatively simple and expedient method but also because it is the
traditional procedure.. organizations have adopted to deal 'with
personal matters invoMng employees. Many organizations are
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still 'unaware or uninterested in other, niece recently developed
approaches.

Typically, one-to-one counseling sprograms run as follows. At a
time fairly close to the date of retirement an employee, and oc-
casionally the employee's spouse, Ayill be invited to 'meet with a
representative of the organization to discuss benefits; insurance,
and sometimes other subjects pertainidt to retirement matters.
Some organiza't'ions extend the possible range of topics quite
broadly but, as this and other research has found, most restrict
discussion and assistance"' to financial matters and basic health
insurance data. Only a small proportion of programs go YeTrold
these two topics to cover, such areas as legal affairs, leisure time
activities, role and life-style adjustments, living arrangements, and
preparation for death, and very feW include allof these subjects.
The tendency in this counseling is to avoid potentially risky areas
such as investments, life-style adjustments, and living arrangements
to prevent the employer from being_ held accountable for bad
advice or being charged vlith intruding into the personal lives of
employees.

Just as the scope of one-to-one counseling programs varies, so
too does the depth and qiiality. The counseling cal range from a

'single, brief meeting very near the expected date of retirement to
a series of intensive interviews with differe t counselors, each an
expert in a speCialized area, beginnitig seim years prior to retire-
ment and runni to the time the worker le ves. The knowledge,
experti communicative skills of the counselor(s) will affect
the quality of assistance given. Most organizations use in-house
personnel to conduct counseling sessions but, unfortunately, while
many have trained counselors few .have people qualified in areas

.'relating to retirement. Moreover, only a handful of organizations
are willing to ,contract outside specialists for this work because.
of the time, costs, and risks involved.

Otte -to -one counseling has three major advantages. First, the
assistance is personalized, and the -counselor and employee can
diScUs's specific exampies and circumstances. Second, the approach
affords privacy, and any sensitive matters that are brought up can
be discussed Openly. Finally, the method is convenient, although
possibly expensive, for the employer because it can easily be
integrated with other counseling or training functions. The princi-

- ..pal disadvantage of,this approach is inconsistency in scope, depth,,
and quality due to lack of consensus regarding the topics that
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should be covered and unevenness in the skills and training Of
counselors.

2. Media utilization.
This approach may be considered a variation of one-to-one coun-
seling with videotape cassettes, manuals, or tile like substituting
for the counselor. The major difference is that communication is
one-way and information cannot be personalized. A certain degree
of impersonalization might be preferred if it reduced employee
distress or resentmept about being singled out for retirement
assistance. Usually, however, lack of personalized attention sug-
gests aft approach that is abstract and, perhaps, too general for.
individual cases. Another drawb.ack of reliance on, media instru-
ments is the absence of control over whether or not the individual
views, listens to, or reads- the material. No program can be helpful
if the information is not received, and media utilization is a highly
uncertain method of transmitting data. Moreover, it is a passive
alpproath,with little active involvement required of the individual.

Although perhaps not adequate by itself, media utilization can
be very 'effective when used to supplement another approach.
Video-tapes and printed material are good ways of introducing a
subject or to follow ,up on something. They are strong sensitizers
and potent reinforcers. In addition, media- prOvide a readS, accesS-
into,the home, permitting' information sharing with family mem-
bers, which should be 'a normal part of the Fetire.ment preparation

.process anyway. _

The form(,$) of media used as well as the particular items),
will vary among programs. There are a number of excellent
publications of both a technical and popular nature, and some high
quality slide, videotape and audio tape presentations have been
prepared. Few individuals, can view a retirementpgaration pro-
duction at home given the current' state of technOlogy and cost of
'video-play systems, but television occasionally carries a show on
the subject. A ten-program series titled:Ready or Not, produced

= _.1y the Manpower Education Institute in New York City, has been
shown on a number of public broadcast networks, and the same
material is available in. videotape and vided cassettes. Many
employers do have video-play equipment for,in-house training and

. study.

Group approaches. Theligther three approaches involve people.
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2 ipreparing for retirement in a gtoup setting rather than in ;one -to- .
one counseling sessions or alone. A group approach has certain-
advintages over the other two methods.. The most significant, at i
least to the employer, is economy of scale. An organization will
find it much easier and cheaper to deal with 25, 50,,or.more people
sinwltaneously than to work with them individually'Other advan-
tages include the support and comfort group members derive from

`finding arid interacting with others in the same situation with simi-
lar concerns, the sense of program formalization and organization
that the group process engenders, and the effects of group dYnamics,
on learning situations, i.e., higher levels of 'verbalization, dialogue,
and retention. :.

Group-based programs can have disadvantages as well., Over
generalization and lack of personalization are ctinstant dangers,
particularly_when the group is large. The group envIronmdritmakes
it easier for people not to express their concerns or viewpoints;
either because they prefer the anonymity of the group, or because
they clo not get or take the opportunity. These disadvantages can
be mitigated if the group approach is integrated with one-to-one
counseling. In addition, group programs sometime* have a problem
with focus and direction. Usually, it is helpful to know certain facts
about the composition of a group before starting the session(s),,
e.g., age, sex;marital status, salary levels, job classifi6tions, out-
side interests, et., which enables the program director to set an
appropriate tone and level of sophistication. Some organizationS do
collect this data, but very few go beyond that point to obtain in-.
formatiOn about participants' attitudes,with regard to retirement or
about what they need or want to learn. As a consequeace, the con-
tent and objectives of some group programs may not, match:the
needs and objectives of thesmembers.,

Many experts in the field of retirement preparation program-
ming consider the group approach to be the most effective one.
Besides being economicaland efficient, a group program offers a
setting with a 'certain degree of preferred anonymity as well as
emotional support that are missing in one-I6-one counseling. More-
over, group programs often are better organized and more system-.
atid, ancr they frequently cover a broader range of topics, although,
perhaps not in greater depth or more-expertly. in addition, they
lendthemselves to-the use of outside specialists, who bring skill
and professionalism with them. . ,

..,
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3. Lecture with question and answer piriods.
This approach involves a formal presentation by an expert in the
subject(s) under cottsideration after which the audience is invited,
to ask questions in hopes that this will stimulate additional interest
in the material. While being best suited for large groups of 50ior
more, the lecture approach is often used with smaller groups.

.

4. Small group eliscussion. .

A less formal approach than the lecture method, seal} group dish
° cussions, usually involvng between .15-30 people, oblige partici-

pants to take p.a,ctive role in' the program. Ideally; this involve-
ment will reduce if not eliminate any feelings of isolation or
disinterest that participants might have. ,The discussion process,
fostering open exchanges and broad interaction among participants,
usually generates increased interest in topics and a sense of comfort
from discovering that others have similar concerns and problems.

Mast group discussion sessions are run by a leaderfrom outside
the group, usually a fellow employee of' the sponsoring organiza-

. tion but sometimes a paid consultant specializing,in this work. The
leader need not be an expert in the topic(s) under discussion but
must be skilled in group dynamics and direction of group activities.
For technical input and/or support, outside experts can be re`
cr ui ted to join the group, but as other participants not as lecturers
or discussion leaders.

5. Combination of lecture discussion.
In this approach, discussion of a topic by the group is preceded by
a formal presentation and, in some instances, a-question-and-an-
swer period. (Some programs substitute a film presentation for a
lec.re by anitxpert.) The lecturer will eitlwr'stay, on to participate
in the discussion and elaborate on the presentation, in which case
the disi.*:ussion is less "democratic," or the group will carry on a
discussion without the lecturer but under the guidance of a,discus-.
sion leader. _

A number of.yariables influence the organization's decision as
to the particular approach it will follow. Among the most influen-
tial re size, retirement policy, number of older employees, type of
wo performed, the role of labor unions or professional associa-
tion financial and personnel resources, philosophy of .employee
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relations-and management's attitude toward this kind of assistance.
Not only do these variables affect the intensity,' scope, and stiltettice
of the retirement program, they also are the major factors deter-
mining whether or not the organization decides to provide this
assistance in the first place. In addition, the skills, knowledge,
sensitivity, and commitment of the people who take or receive the
responsibility for the program will influence the approach selected,
not to mention overall, program quality.

No one approach can be singled out as the best, or the preferred,
or the typical. Most organizations having programs use one-to-one
counseling alone or in conjunction with another approach, but this
may be a result of habit, expediency, or lack of information about
othe methOdi: Authorities in the field have written extensively
abou't the approach that should be followed, and the, literature
reveals consensus that both general and individualized informa-
tion sho d be provided and that the program must be flexible..tk
well-devel ped and well-rounded program would include lectures
or other formal presentations, followed by intensive discussion of
the subjects by the participants, and augmented Cfy some type of
individual counseling to cover issues that could not be brought out
in the group setting.

The literature is filled with criticism of shallow{ programs, e.g.,,
briefing sessions on company benefits with little substince, that are
given very close to the date of retirement, because.they fail to in-
clude essential items and do not allow individuals a °reasonable
amount of time to make and carry out plans.' Also gegerally dis-
approved of are informal programs, e.g., "stop by nriy office some-
time and we can discuss your retirement," because they reflecra
lack of genuine concern for employees' well-being. Widely recom-
mended are programs;that extend over a period of years, perhaps
ten, with early concentration on financial planning and later em-
phasis on the ,social, physical, and psychological dimensions. Can-
dor in covering the sensitive and unpleasant aspects of aging and
retirement, e.g.,,Ioneliness; widowhood, is highly regarded too.

es,A number of organiz,ations employ a multiple - format approach.
)Typically, the core of the program is a group format, either lecture

r dis'cussion, possibly introduced by a media Presentation. The
information and skills acquired in the group meetings are rein-

, Ir..
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forced and e panded upon by one-to-one counseling and supple-
mented by b s, magazines, or films, Enrollment of participants
in a, retirement sociation such as the American Association of .

_Retire& sons r r its affiliate, Action for Independent Maturity,
for tindividua s still working. but actively planning for retire-
mentis frequently done. "Reunion" classes are hold periodically
to refresh,and reinforce the material given in the group aid indi-
vidual counseling sessions.

A few organizations have experimented with other approaches,
'principally because the standard methodsgrOup foimats in par-
ticularitivolve traditional educational techniques that may be
inappropriate for dealing with older people, espeoially those con-

.

cerned with a persofial matter such as planning for retirement.
Most group' meetings are set in a classroom environment with the
leader and any outside specialists assuming the teacher role and
participants being kudents. The resemblance may be heightened

k by the physical setting if a blackboard, notebooks, etc. are visible.
(In ,fact, many group meetings are held in actual classrooms.)
People who choose lo.attend "a retirement preparation program,
however, are well beyond the student stage end are seeking more"'
than instruction. They want guidance in practical matters, reas-
surance, and relief-from fears and misconceptionsnone of which
is normally obtained in traditional teaching situations. In addition,
some of them may have had unpleasant experiences during their
school days, memories they do not want to revive.

, e experimental techniques commonly used to avoid difficul-
ties that may result from following traditional methods of instruction
involve getting particjpants tlbe active. Passive "students" are not
wanted. Role playing is cod approach that has had success, al-
though not everyone can comfortably assume an unfamiliar role
or act out a retirement situation. Retirement Services IncOrporated
has developed a seminar program that includes a number of. sensi-
tivity techniques; role playing among them. Another innovative
approach is debating of retirement issues by participants, e.g., to
mote or stay put following retirement. 'Again, not__edv.ery6neTcan or
is willing to debate. Discussion of case studies involving retirement
natter is part of the .Action kir Independent Maturity Retirement)
Planning Seminar. This approach yields a high level of participant
involvement, and the discussions quite often become spirited. Some
programs- have used former' employees now retired to engage in
dialogues with participants. -.,
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AN EFFVTIVE PROGRAM

W
What makes a program viable.and worthwhile? Throughout the
literature a number of different factors'. n cited as contrib-
uting to a strong program. The Mer er Bulletin bf April 1976,
which was devoted to the topic of preparing for retirement, effec-
tively summarizes the characteristics of 'a well-designed and suc-
cessful program. Half a dozen "hallmarks" are identified. A
seventh, continuity, has been added to the list.

1. Sufficient time for participants to make and implement plans.
,A program can be effective and make a difference only if it allows
participants enough time to act on plans they. make as a result of
attending. Offering retirement preparation assistance to employees
who are just a short time away from retirement can generate more
disappointment and frustration than satisfaction if they realize that
it is too late for planning to have any effect. As mentioned above,
many authorities recommend that active preparation for retirement
begin, no later than ten yedis, prior to the retirement date, with
financial planning starting even earlier.

2. Voluntary participation.,
'While it is desirable to have all eligible, employees' participate in
the program, no one should be forced to do so. A compulsory
program means not only unwelcome coercion, but hints of pater-.
nalism and unwarranted intrusion in the personal affairs of em-
ployees. Mandatory participatipn will. be resented and Scan be
expected to weaken motivation to learn and take an active role. It
_can only dilute program effectiveness. ..

1/
*. Open eligibility. ..' '. ,
The, program should be open to all employees who meet the age
requirement, if any. Solne authorities go even further and advocate
no restrictions whatsoever, including age. Limiting eligibility to
selected classes, besides depriving some employees of the oppor-
tunity to receive assistance in plarinigg for retirement, can cause
problems for the organization. For example, if only managers or
professionals are invited to participate, a charge of favoritism
could be leveled; on the other hand, if only non- managerial or non-
professional personnel are invited, the feeling might be that the

° organization does not, believe they are capable of handling their
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own affairs properly. No hard ,evidence exists that members of one
occupational group are better able to prepare for retirement or less
likely to be affected by it. The impact, concerns, and problems of
retirement cut across all occupational lines.

4. Conient tailored to partkipants' needs.
Open eligibility, while preferred, will present. some problems in
program design and administration. Finding the proper intel-
lectual and social levels on which the program should be conducted
could be difficult, especially if a group approach is used. Format as
well as content is involved.

Some organizations deal with the problem by separating e
ployees into more or less homogeneous groups, establishing dual
or multiple programs, and adjusting each program's material and
style to fit their unique needs. For example, material on role adjust-
ments might be presented on a more theoretical level for a group
of faculty members than for a group of service workers.

The program also must be structured) to 'meet participants' per-
sonal needs and interests. The...idiosyncratic poncerns, of every
member cannot be attended to in a group csmtext. Generalized
statements and formulas apply only to a certain point. Beyond this,
a participant will require personalized attention. Successful pro-
grams- recognize that different people have different needs 'and are
set up to accommodate individual differences.

5. Flexitiility.
The past few decades have been highly dynainic years and quite
likely the future holds the same. A retirement preparation program
that is static or rigid will become outdated quid}. If a program
is unable to adapt to changes in the compositionof employees, the
dimensions of their needs, the circumstances of retirement ,in gen-
eral, or other external influences, its effectiveness and usefulness
will diminish.

6. Attention to the human element.
A retirement preparation program is intended primarily to help
people, even though the organization, might benefit as well. Indi-
viduals take part in a program at a time ,when, they are especially
vulnerable to influence or suggestion. It is important, therefore,
that the future happinesS of participants lie the primary objective.
Dignity and sensitivity should be program keystones.

7i
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;7, Continuity.
einforcement or follOw-up arrangements serve to keep p4rtici-
ants informed and involved as well as give them the opporttlnity
o take a fresh' look at their situations from time to, time: The
ollow-up can be as simple as a subscription to a magazine fea-

turing retirement-related articles, as elaborate as 'a series of per-
sonal counseling sessions with retirement experts, or 'somewhere
in between such as special lunches to. bring participants up-to-
date on new developments and refreshed on essential material.
Combinations of these, arrangements are sometimes used.
I/ '

. PROGRAM SCOPE

Retirement preparation programs are designed to cover some or
all of the essential areas of retiremeht living. Specific topics often
are grouped into broad categories, such as financial considera-

' fiZA These categories or thernesAend to be fairly consistent among
programs, although there is considerable variety in the number of:
themes covered as well as in the depth and intensity of the coverage. .

J. RogermO'Meara discussed program themes in terms of prob-.
lems in Retirement: Reward or Rejection?,' a recent report of The
Confeience Board. He considered seven categories of probleMs or
potential problems: health care, financial planning, hOusing ar-
rangements, life-style adjustments, legal affairs, use of leisure° time,
and second career.so,His, typology similar to most other classifi-
cations of Progratn7hem0, In the paragraphs folloWing are listed
specific topics that fall into the brOad categories Of retirement-
related matters. Not every program will cover each general theme
let alone each particular topic.

I. Health care.
Includes measures :to safeguard health and- promote longer fife,
diet ,and, nutrition, mental and emotional well-being-, medical
examinations, exercise programs and physical fitness, home acci-
dents 'ai(d, safety?. age-relgtird ;illnesses and disabilities, myths of
physical and mental decline,senilifY; dental are, advice on proper
health habits; vitamins', *eight control, stress, depression, effects
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of boredom and inactivity, sexual behavior, where and how to find
a doctor, hospital care, home remedies, physiology and' psychology
of aging, nursing homes, health insurance, drugs and drug de-
pendency.

Z. Financial planning.
Includes retirement beneW sources and amounts of income, ex-
penses, net worth, inflation, assets and their planned liquidation,
Social Security and Medicare, budgeting and personal financial
manageinent, consumer awareness, how to earn extra money,
taxes and tax savings, estate planning, investment opportunities,
insurance and annuities, maintenance of financial records, loans
and installment purchase"s', shopping tips.

3. Housing arrangements.
Includes the decision to move or stay, advantagei of different lo-
cations, retirement communities, housing type, special retirement
residences, renting or owning, vacation and second homes, housing
exchanges cooperatives and condominiums, urban vs. suburban
or rural settings, mortgages, security and accident prevention,
home insurance, living with children or friends, proximity to pub-
lic transportation, mobile homes, privacy, residence in a foreign
country, design considerations, propensity for moving.at different_
ages or stages in life, moOle homes, public housing programs.

4. Life-style adjustments.
Includes role changes and all this implies, altered relationships

top with family and friends, Personal and psychologiCal characteristics
that could lead to problems, loss of income and job-connected
status, emotional maturity, special problems of single older peo-
ple, late-life marriages and divorces; widowhood, retirement shpck,
hOw to plan a creative retirement, resistance to retirement, "societal
and cultural imprints, retirement pitfalls, senior power, personal
development and growth, differences in the, various stages of
-retirement. ,to

5. Legal affairs.
Includes when and how to obtain legal advice, wills, prol:Ite, risks
of dying intestate, consumer protection, frauds and quacks, ,legal
xighfs, trust arrangements, estate planning and taxes, guardiani
and conservators, geographical variations in laws, lawyers fees,

. ;
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legal fead ness for retirement, power of attorney, contracts, es- .
ta g a business, community property laws, gifts and assign-
ments, how to file a complaint. or initiate a suit, what happens

.1'when there is a death.
.

6. Use of leisure. . .

Includes how to fill the extra fifty hours a week, hobbies and crafts,
appreciation of the arts, educational opportunities, volunteer serv-
ice and community work, the concept of leisure, learning how to

lax, entertainment and the media, travel, athletics, retirement
as ociations, participation in church affairs, political activity, avail-
ab community resources, how to get the most out of leisure
acti es.

7. Seco careers.
Includes e : ment opportunities, career continuity, retraining,
job placement or L nizations, Social Security earnings test, spVal
problems of wo n re-entering the work force, preparing a re-
sume, searching or openings, the job interview, consulting, self-
employment, . rt-time employment, going into business for your-
self, employer resistance to hiring older employees, legal rights of
older employees, myths about older workers, early retirement.

.
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CHAPTER IX:
RECENT RESEARCH
ON RETIREMENT
PREPARATION PROGRAMS

Up to twenty years ago, little interest was given to retirement prep-
aration programs, a situation reflected in the dearth of substantive
research on the subject before that time. During the past twenty
years, several broad-based surveys covering the extent and depth
o( retirement preparation programs in U.S. business organizations
hive been conducted. Also, a considerable, amount of material on
the 'concept and application of retirement -preparation program-
ming has appeared in scholarly and professional journals in the
past two decades. In the past few years, three studies have investi-
gated the efforts colleges and universities have made to develop
and offer programs for older people, including retirement planning
progfams."

THREE STUDIES OF RETIREMENT PREPARATION PROGRAM.;
IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

In 1959, Wermel and B eidema at the California Institute of Tech=
nology directed a stukof What 56 companies were doing40 help
their employees prepare for reti ement. Corporate attitude's toward
thiskind of assistance also were investigated. Of the 415 organiza-
tions completing and returning queitionnaires, 161 or 39 percent
reported haVing a retirement preparation' program. Wermel and
Beideman attempted to distinguish limited programs, i.e., concerned
principally with retirement benefits, frofilivomprehensive programs.
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i.e., covering social and psychological aspects of retirement as well
as financial. They classified 136 of the programs as comprehensive,
a very high proportion in light of latei research. More than 90
percent of all the prdgfams used one-to-one counseling, 66,percent
of them as the primary approach. Just over half had group sessions,
but these were a formalized arrangement in only about one-quarter.

The Conference Board, referred to earlier, periodically has
surveyed 'companies throughout the country to learn about the
preretirement assistance they are providing. A 1955 survey found
that such assistance was offered in 212 (65 percent) of the 327
companies cooperating in the study, but that just 34 (10. percent)
had formal,, well-drganized programi. k 1964 survey revealed that
633 (65 .percent) of the 974 cooperating organizations provided'
some type of retirement preparation assistance. Over half of these
companies, 344 (54 percent) indicated that their programs were
offered primarily to explain company benefits and SocialiSecurity;
in most of the other companies the core of the program was dis-
cussion of finances including company benefits. and Social Security
but covering other financial matters as well. The predominant
mode of counseling was.one,to-one; just 37 companies held group
sessions, and 7 of these were restricted to benefits. The most recent
surveyrwhich was conducted in 1974, fo,und increased use of pro-
grams in the interini. The data indicated thai 704 (88 percent) of
the cooperating corporations offered preretirement assistance.
Howet, mosCof the programs were still quite limited, and'only
164 (211peicent) went beyond basic financial and health informa-
tion. Moi.eover, "60 of these programs confined the extra assistance
to written materials only. Just 33 companies reported using a
group approach 8 exclusively and 25 in conjunction _with indi-
vidual interviews.--4

In .81975, the University- of MichiganWayne State University
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations surveyed Fortune
magazine's 500 largest industrial corporationg to determine the
extent of the retirement planning assistance they offered workers.
Reports from the 172 companies that responded revealed that little
was being done;- although interest in providing retirement prepara-
tion programs was growing. Just 43 or one-quarter had a formal
program in operation; the same proportion contemplated installing.
one within a year. Three,out of five of the existing programs were
started after 1970. The majority of the programs were coinpre-
hensive to the extent thgt-they wentteyolid company benefits and
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insurance. However, nearly three-quarters of the directors of these
programs Stated that their program should or would be expanded.
One-to-one counseling and group sessions were the principal _

approach in about equal proportion. About half of the programs
made use of outside specialists in development and/or operationi
Responding companies without programs were asked to give a
reason why they had not initi4ted one; the most frequently cited*
cause was lack of resources, personnel and/or financial.

A SUMMARYI/DF RESEARCH FINDINGS
AND OTHER REPORTS OW
RETIREMENT PREPARATION PROGRAMS

68,

The literature dealing with retirement preparatiotLprogrthnming,
both in scholarly and popular publications, can be sumritittIed
briefly in eight major points.

1. Most people approach retirement with little forethought or
planning until very close to the actuaL date-and drift into it un-
prepared and with fanciful expectations.

2. Most workers receive no assistance- in preparing for retire-
ment from their employers beyond - getting limited information
about benefits and insurance.

3. Most employers are unfamiliar with the state of the art of
.retirement preparation programming and uninterested in learning
about it:

4. The state of the art of retirement preparation -programming
has --'advanced tOlv`a fairly sophisticated level, and worthwhile
program materials have become increasingly available.

5. Employers who do piovide retirement preparation programs
usually begin this assistance too cl6ie to the normal retirement
a e for individuals to make and carry out plans. -1

b. Most retirement preparation programs use one -to -one
counseling as the principal approach. Group sessions, however,
are being used with increasing frequency by orgynization&provid-

g assistance:
7. Group approaches are considered the most effective way of

imparting information and stimulating individuals to think and act
positively with regard to retirement. The evidence supporting this
contention, however, is largely subjective;.few scientific and con-
trolled studies of program effectiveness have been made.
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8. Retirement preparation programs are generally evaluated
positively by people who have participated in ,them.

, -

THREE STUDIES OF PROGRAMS FOR
OLER PEOPLE IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

r,,..

In .recent years, colleges and universities have been turning in-
creasingly to non-traditiorial 'students to bolster enrollment totals.
One group being courted diligently are people-older than has been
typical of Past students, and 41-tany institutions are offering or
expanding special courses for older students. These courses take
many forms,. including assistance in preparing for retirement.

. Several studies have examined-this phenomenon.
Never Too Old To Learn, a report.of a study done in 1974 by

the Academy for Educational Development (AED),, indicates
that few colleges and universities were providing older peo le with
the special educational opportunities best, utili e: The
study 1did find, however; that the n and quality of the
,courses and programs were improvidg. This information was
,obtained from questionnaires completed by 271 (6g percent) of

---"--. 400 colleges and universities selected judgmentally on the basis
that they were likely to have educatibnal programs for Cider

- people., Based on the returns, AED .estimated that only about one-
quarter of all institutions of higher education offered any kind of

- special educational program for older people,,, with the leaders
being the public 2-year colleges. Without giving specific figures,

..., ,,., the report stated that few programs focused on. pre-retirement
1.: ,ea education to assist in defining new and contributive roles after

.ceasing employment. - . ,,,..i, .

Alsoin 1974, the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities (AASCU) surveyed its membe,r institutions to learn
about programs they had for older people. The survey Was con-
ducted by the ASCU's task force on edLational opportunities

...^..: for-the ging and revealed that 157 or 50 percett of the 313 mem-
bers.had special courses and programs for older people. Moreover,
many more indicated an interest in 'starting programs or at feast
learning about the possibilities of doing so. Just 21 institutions
reported a retirement preparation program, however, and no
detailed information about them was given.

More rec6ntly, . in 1976, the Association for Gerontology in
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Higher ,education compliled a directory of educational-programs
in gerontology at U. S./colleges and universities. Information was
obtainedby a survey questionnaire sent to all college and univer-
sity presidents, deans of law and medical schools, and members
of the Gerontological Society and Division 20 of .the American
Psychological Association. There are 1275 listings in the Directory,
approximately one-third of the total number of institutions of
higher education and their branch campuses, Of this group, 149
or 12 percent have or are planning a course, seniinar, br workshop
in preretirement planning' Most of, the existing programs are
offered through departments of continuing education; 18 institutions
offer them as 'regular courses and two schools, the University of
Southern California and the University of Michigan, include them
as .part of a graduate program. Many of the continuing education.
programs are training eourses-for specialists in the field of aging
rather_ than courses for the general public seeking assistance in
planning their own retirements. No attempt was made to evaluate
or describe the scope and quality of these programs.

.
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STUDY PHASES

This study of retirement preparation prOgrams in higher educa-
tion was carried out in three phases.

Ttfirst phase consisted of an examination, and analysis of the
retirement counseling and information programs currently in ex-/

istence, primarily .those that have .been developed outside of .the
field of 'higher education. The literature on the subject of prere-,
tirement counseling was reviewed, experts in this field and directors
of selected retirement preparation programs were consulted,-pro-.
gram materials were examined, and some actual program sessions
were observed.

Phase two consisted of a mail survey that sought information
from colleges and universities 'about retirement preparation pro-
grams tor Current employees and for. already retired employees.
Questionnaires were sent to 2,833 institutions, including branch-)
campustS in ,November of 1975. The returned questionnafrel----
cdvoredt2,337 institutions, or 82% o£ the surxey'group. The quesI
tionnaire is reproduced at the end of this chapter, . -

In:the final phase Of the study, the study director visited five
institutions that participatedsin the survey and reported retirement
(preparation programs. The institutions visited Were Brigham
Young University, the University of Connecticut, Duke Univer-
sity, the University of Michigan, and Purdue Jdniversay. During-

4 these visits, the directors of the programs were interviewed re--
.

*
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garding the goals, development, content, organization, and ad-
ministration of their respective programs. In addition, observa-
tions of actual -program sessions were made and, when possible,
program participants Were asked for their comments and views
on the programs, and for their opinions on how they-thought the
program had affected them personally.

q

THE SURVEY GROUP °

The original sample was comprised of 2,838 colleges and uni-
versities and their branch campuses selected frOm among the 3,038
entries in the 19744975 Higher Education Directory prepared*by
the National Center for Education.Statistics. The 200 excluded
entries were dropped because they failed to meet one or more' of
the following criteria for inclusion: noti-prqfit status; a teaching
institution which grants degrees; enrollment, of at least 100 stu-
dents; and, location within the 50 states or the District of Co-
lumbia. Prior to the mailing of the survey.questionnaire, 23 addi-
tional institutions were excluded and 18 were added, so the final
sample contained 2,83non-profit, degfee-granting colleges and
universities .with enrollments of 1.00 or more students.

All entries in the Directory are identified by control (public
or private), and level (four-year or two-year) among other vari-
ables besides the study criteria described above. Table 6 presents -
a breakdown of the final sample.by these two variables. Fifty-one
percent were public institutions and 49 percent were private, as-
compared to a ,48 percent public/52 percent private ratio for all
institutional units listed in the Directory. Sixty-two percent were
four-year institutions and 38 percent were two-year, .th same as
the'ratio for all the Directory entries.'

Almbst two-thirds. of the public institutions were state-con-
trolled: q5 4percent of the four-year institutions and 39 percent

, of the two-year. Sixty-one percent of the public two-year colleges
were under partial or total local control:Among the colleges and
universities under ptiVate control, both four-year and two-year
about half were independent and about half had' a religious

affiliation.
11,
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Table 6
Survey Group According To Institutional Control, And Level

Total Public Private

Four Year 1,743 538 1,205
(62 %) ' (19 %) (43% )

..

,:rv.-Year 1,090, 907 183
(38 %) 432% ), (6%)

Total 2,833 1,445 ' 1,388
(100%) (51% ) (49 %)

SURVEY RESPONSE AND REPRESENTATIVENESS
OE THE .RESPONDENT GROUP

. -

0Verall, 26,226 questionnaires were completed and returned, 78
percent of the total mailed. These questionnaires contained data
for 2,337 institutions and branch campuses, 82 percentof the sur-
vey group. Some questionnaires, were completed at c tral adminis-
trative offices of multi- campus institutions and the td in each
of them applied to more than °tie institution or branch, which
accounts for the difference between the number of returned
questionnaires and the number of units they cover.

Twenty institutions wrote to explain why they*ould not-partici-
pate in the survey.. In mo.st uses, the reason given was that the
institution was too overburdened d with other administrative matters
to find the time. The remaining 476 institutions vVere never heard
from. iw 1

Sixteen of the 2,2!6,returns arrived after the close of the data
collection 'period. Consequently, only 2,210 sets of data cards were '

0 prepared, and analyzed, andtifis figure is the base for all tabulations. -,

' Four-hundred and thirteen
werereturns. were short-form question-

naires, i.e., containing just four of the question's on the regular
questionnaire: These returns cover institutions comprising 19. per-,
cent of the -total resitondent group.
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The respondent group was composed of 1,087 publiC and 1,123
private institutions, a 49/51 ratio. This transposes the 51/49
public /private ratio of the survey group because 81 percent of the

. private institutions and only 75 percent' of the public institutions
in the sample responded. There were 1,471 four-year institutions
in the respondent group aid 739 two-year, a 67/33 ratio. The
four-year/two-year ratio Qf the survey group was 62/38. The
higher proportion of four-year institutions in the respondent group
resulted from receiving responses from 84 percent of the four-year
institutions in the sample and only 68 percent of the two-year.

Table 7 shows4 comparison of the respondent and survey groups
by control and level jointly. The differenceszare;accounted for by
the different response rates, 'of. each category. Responses were
received from 83 percent of the private four-year, 6-8 percent of
the public two-year, 88 percent of the public four-year, and 67
perdent of the private two-year institutions.

Table 7
Comparison OrRespondent Group And Survey Group
According To Control And Level . .6

.
Respondent Gtoup Survey Group

Private Four-Year

Public Two-Year

1,900
(45% )

616
(28 %)

1,205
(43% )

90',7

(32% )

Public Four-Year , 471 538..
(21% ) (19% )

Private Two-Year .123 183

(6% ) (6%)
.

Total , 2,210 . 2,833
(100 %) (190% )



Institutional size Was anticipated as being a critical differentiat-
ing variable. For the purposes of this study, size was to be. deter-
Mined, by enrollment, and institutions were classified as small,
medium, or large based on enrollMent Egure§.obtained from the
1974=1975 Higher Education Directory data file. Small institutions
were deteimined to be those with under 1,000 students, medium
to be,those with befween 1,000 and 5,000 ,students, and large to
be those with over 5,000 students.

Table 8 presep. a comparliOn of the respondent and survey
' groups by size, separately for public and private institutions. Small

institutions were slightly underrepresented and large institutions
slightly overrepresinted in'the respondent gimp. Private medium-
sized institutions were overrepresented, but the public ones were a
bit underrepresented.

A PROFILE OF THE, RESPONDING INSTITUTIONS

Table 9 presents a profile of) the respondent group according to
control, level and size. None of this inforination wasself-reported;"
it was all obtained from the 1974-75 Higher Educ.ption Directory °
data file.

In the aggregate, 49 pt rcent of the responding institutions were
Public4Ind 51 percent were , private; 67. percent were .four-year
and 33 percent were two-year; and, 36 percent were small, 41
percent were medium, and 23 Oercentweregarge.4

Forty-three percent of tile public institutions were four-y4r and
57 percent were. two-year; 89 percent of the private institutions
were four-year and 11 percent, Jere two -year. Thirty-two percent
of the four-year institutions were piThlic and 68 percent were
private; 83 percent of the two-year institutions were public and
17 percent were private.

Fi4y-seven percent of the public four-year colleges were large
and just §:percent were small; 50 percent Of the public two-year .

colleges(Were'medium-sized, and the others were split' evenly be-
tween small and large. 'Eighty-nine percent of the private two-year
colleges were small and only one school was large. Fifty-two per-
cent of the private. four-year colleges were small and 40 percent
were medium-sized: .

9
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Table 8
0

, Comparison Of Respondent Group And 'Survey Group According To, Size

All Public's . Private 0.1.0-0*..

Respondent Survey Respondent Suniey, Respondent Survey
Group Group . Group Group \Group' Groirp

Small 808 1,114 178 270 630 . 844
(Enrollment under 1,000) (36%) (39 %) (16 %) (19%) (56%) (60 %)

Nteditiin . 902 1,138 486 . 667 416 ,471

(Enrollm'embetween (41%) (40%) .(45%) (46%) (.37%)' ...., (34%)
1,000-5,000) ,,:i ,

Large . 500 581 423 498 77 4113

' (Enrollment over 5,000) (23 %) . (21% )* (39%), (35.%) (7 ) . (6%) :.

- t
Total 2,21Q 2,833 0 1,087 1,435 1,123 j11- 1,398

(100%) (100%) (100%) (100%) ,(,100%) °(100%)-



Table 9 ,
Profile Of The Responding Institutions y

"Public 4, , Private
`Total 4-Year ,a2 -Year 4-Year _ 2-Year

A
-.t)

=
2
§1-,
7, E4° 7" F 9 Ea

2,210

100%

26

1%

s '

175

8%

270

12%

152

7%

311

14%

153

7%

5,21

24%

403

18%

76.

3%

109

5%

13 1

1%.% *

*Less than 0.3 percent. 4

.

-
The respondents were asked to classify their institutions accord-.

ing to number of campuseg following the Office of Education's
classification scheme. Seventy -one percent of the institutions were,
single-campus, 17 percent were members of emulti-campus system
in which each unit has4,equal status, e.g the' St.&e University of
New YOrk,-8 percent NT. e main campuses, 3 percent were branches,
and 1 percent were some other type. 'The low proportion of branch
campuses is explained in part by the fact that the majority of Thee
institutiods covered by questionndifes completed at a central office
were this type. Ninety -one percent of the private institutions ant

just over half of the public were single *pus, and 12 percent of .
e public were members of a multi-camptir ystern.
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APPENDIX A:
The Survey Questionnaire

78

Survey of Retirement Pfeparation Progtms
at Institutions of Higher Education

Teachers Insurance andAnnuity Association
College Retirement Equities Fund

Educational Research Division
730 Third Avenue New*York, N.Y. 10017

At present, there is need for information about re4irement preparation programs for employees
of educational ingtitutions These programs, distinct from pension plans, are intended to help
employees forestall the harmful personal and social wnseque es that he been shown to occur
w hen retirement planning is absent or inadequate This survey, 'led by a grant from Lilly
Endowment, is the result of numerous requests to fill this inforn n gap In acklitton, we are
seeking to learn w hat olleges and uniscrsities do for the benefit of former employees now retir

0
ed

Findings will be used to aid institutions desiring to begin or modify retirement preparation
". Pro-grams e

Only with your cooperation will we be able to pros ide accurate and complete infmmation We
w ill be most grateful if you answer all questions that pertain to y ou? institution and then mail back
the questionnaire in the enclosed postage-paid envelope:

Please note that we are as interested in responses fronfinstitutions that do not ha 4e a program
as from those that do If you hase any qUeSillifIS regarding this survey. pleasizta ..ollect) the
Survey DireCtor, Jim Njularpphy. at (212) 490-9000

A copy of the survey report will he sent to all the participating institutions

Special Instructions

I If y our institution has nether a program to help staff membe prepare for retirement nor a
program to assist retired staff members, please complete Part General Information) of the
questionnaire only and return it

,
If yourinslitution this either a retirement preparation program or a program to assitit Wired
employees, please complete Part I and Parts 2 and/or 1 as they apply
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Part I-Gerkaral Information

I -Name and address of Institut& 7

If your
its

8

9

10

Is your institution (Please check one)

st-i A single-campus institution

2 A main campus or parent institution with one
or more branches

3 'A branch campus of a parent institution

.40 A campus which is part of a group of adminis-
tratively equal campuses in a multi-campus
5) stem

s Other (Please specify)

institution is a branch campus. ple.ase list the name of
parent

2 Name, title, and department
mation'

Area code. telephone number,

Number of staff members,

faculty

administrators and other
professionals

all others '

,5 Approximate number of staff
members expected to retire
one year

faculty

adnunistratots and other
professionals . .

all others

6 Northal and mandatory'
retirement ages for
staff members,

faculty

administrators and other
professionals

all othery

of person

and

10-24

1549

30-34

wir

supplying infor-

extension

Wes your institution presently have a formal program
to help employees prepare for their own retirement'

$7 Yes (11Yes. please answer all questions in Part 2
s after tryst answering Q 9 and Q 10 below )

2 No

Does:your institution presently maintain contact with
and/or assist former employees now retired'

Yes (If Yes, please answer all questions in Part 3
after,first answering Q 10 below

-2 0 No

Does your institution presently offer a separate retiree
ment preparation program for people other than regular
employees. e g.. a course in the Department of Continu-
mg Education'

sat 0 'Yes

2 0 No

.
604985

qi

-

3547

3840

,: oar.)

...l

17'771

We...,
Arran

te7

St-at 5041

SAS3 5458

2
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° Part.2-Retirement Preparation Program

Definition Any ( Jmal program intended to give employees a bettcomderstanding of what they will be dealing with in renre
ment and of what they might do dunng their remaining working time to make retirement more satisfying

I Do you presently have more than one distinct retirement
preparation prograifor staff members'
lei Q Yes

2 0 No

If Yes: 0 .

al how many programs do you have'.

b) how do they differ' (Please descnbe bnefly)
12

13

,,E

The remaining questions in part 2 cover your primary retire-
ment preparation program If you have more than one pro-
gram, please answer the questions in reference to the one
program you consider the more (most) comprehensive in
coverage of the essential elements of retirement living This
program may have a number of different components

2, How long have you had
a) your pnmarY program' 14-13

Is) any retirement preparation program' in-ir

3 What office or department is in charge of the pnmary
program'

4 What is the Job titre of the person most inuAediatelj-te-
i,sponsible for conducting the program' ',

19

1 v.a+.. s
'5. Approximately whatpercentage of this person's work

lime dunng the course of a normal work year is spent on
he program'

2.042

6 Is participation in the program fully volurdary'

23.1 0 Yes

2 No. there is a compulsory aspect

80

7 What employee groups participate in the Pnmar) program
or in some different retirement preparation progrAm at
your institution' (please check as many as apply

tortkoo
lo The
PrOoory

Prtkipot
i. A

Diner..

Do
/41109

Is Amy
Pro0.1 /y.. Pro04,4

Faculty 2. 0 1 -a 0
Administrators rat 0 2 -30
Other Professionals 264 .2 0 3
Clerical-Seciretanal Staff 221 2 J
Maintenance-Service Staff 2.et , 2 0 -3 0
Others. (please specify) rs.1 0 2 0 -a 0

On the aserage. what percentage of those eligible em-
ployees who are invited to participate'm the primary
program do you estimate actually do so'

30-32

9 Does the participation rate vary by employee group'

33.1.0 Y est
2 0 No

If Yes, please indicate the vanation(s)

34

10 Do-you take into account any special characterystm(s) of
your staff members when forming a group td go through
the program' For example occupational category or
mantal status

se-10 Yes
2 0 No

If Yrs. on what basis docks.] select the groups')

37

36

TO,

t
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What has been the as erase age of employees who partici-
pated in the program at the time they began this partici-
pation'

3340

12 What is the earliest age at which an employee is invited
to participate in the program'

si 42

13 Are employ ens spouses normally noted to participate
in the program'

.3., Yes
2 0 No

111 es, on the average what percentage of insited spouses
do 1041 estimate a,tuallj bantoftate '

14 In the program. do you utilize resource people or es.
pens from outside your institution'

47 1 0 Yes
2 0 No

If ies, in what capacity '

.1,

15 Is the program conducted during normal working hours'

so, Yes
2 0 No

If No, when in it conducted'

$1

16 Is the program conducted on campus'

;2 , 0 Yes
2 0 No

If No, where is it conducted'

53

56798L
932

4

6

17 What method or methods do you tine in the program'
(Please clerk a letter for each method used and then fill
in the requested information for the method's)

to A Personal (individual) counseling
Normal number of sessions n 12

3 Normal time between sessions

i. B Group discussion
Normal number of sessions c isle

it Normal time between sessions
. Average size of group . leaf

C I ecture
Normal number of sessions . 2122 -
Normal time between sessions
Averm sire of audience 2.26

27 D Audio/visual
Normal number of showings , n-n

to Normal time between showings
Aerage size of atdience 31 33

34 E 91,CMInatiOn of literature

15 F Self...lady,

36 G Other (PleasespeCify)

23

18 Which of the above methods, if you use more than one,
do you consider to be your primary approach' (Please
answer 14 entering the letter in Q Irthat corresponds to
your choice, e g , A for Personal counseling 1

17

19 Who de,elobid the program,
38.1 DO erOped entirely by staff raembgrs at your

inStitilt1011'

2 0 DevelPped mainly by staff members at your
institution

3 0 De, eloped entirely by an outside org.anizatton tfr
organizations

Developed mainly by an outside organization or
Org3n17aIRXIS

If staff members at your institution worked on the devel
opment of the program, please identify their offteets)or
department's),

39

40

41f anyone from OM side your institution worked on the
development of the program, please identify their organ'.
/anon's/

41

9

.2P

81
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20 What subjects arc covered by design in the- program'
(Please circle a letter for each subject covered and then
indicate the usual amount of time in hours devoted to
the subject(s))

0

"si

37

40

43

46

49

52

55

se

A Income and other financial

B Physical health care

C Nutrition

0 NfentaVemotional health care .

E Housing and location

1112

14 5

17 16

2041

ma.

Coves..
TV

doh..

F Consurnesalfairs 2427

G I egal Ars 7330

H Second careers/job
;opportunities 12 32

I Volunteer activities 35-36

J Use of leisure time 1639

K New roles/role aibustmentY .1-17

L Personal& 'social relations ss s

M I oss of spouse/death 7 15

N Transportation sot

0 Personal security 515A

P Clubs/organizations for older
people 56-57

0 (filler (Please specify) 5960

----
a--

21 Which subject usually. elicits the greatest interest from
partimpams" (Please answer by entering the letter in
Q 20 that corresp2nd.y to your choice. e g). A forIn
come and other financial I

'As
7. '61

5

22 Has thniprogram had any-significant problems"
ea, Yes

2 0 No
If Yes, what were they' *

63

es

a Do you follow up-the program in any formal way phor to
retirement such as by "refresher" courses or enrolling
panicipantsan a retirement organization"

651 0 Yes .- 7
2 0 NO

If Yes, in what waylsr

66

24 loo you evaluate the program in any formal way"
at 50 Yes

2 0 No
If Yes, in what way(sQ

66

69
704161
en,

-
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Please use the blank space below to describe any special or unusual features of your prograht that you behcscaac should
know about In Addition we would welcome any comments suggestions, cautions. etc ) you would care to make regarding
thy cstablIshment and operatiOn of a torment preparation program

e.

c

4
6 J

#

t

h

92
,

"O.

L.
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Part 3PostRetlrement Pragram

I What privileges and benefits other than those offered to the general public do you make available to rented staff membtrs^
,,IPlease clerk a letter for each privilege or benefit made AN a slab I e and then indicate by a thecklhe retired employees to
'.hum they are available and the charges invo sed

to A Athletic/recreational facilities

le B Cafeteriddining room

n C Concerts/dramattcsilectures

26 D Course offerings

E I library

4* F 'Discounts. at bookstores, etc

46 G Children/spouse education

52 H Financial loans

se I Housing

6. J Parking

CARO

to X Office/laboratory facilities

to I, Secretanal/clencal help

n Olt nnersity/facully club

N Sociattp;ofessional clubs

34 0 Group travel

P Group health insurance

O 0 Group4ife insunince

sa R Medical counsehng/esams

S Medical treatment

64 T Infirmaryhosphal facilities

CARO 7

10 1.0, Job placement/employment
counseling..

16 V Financial counseling

22 W I egal counseling

nat X Personal counseling

3. Y Other (lease specify)

T Ch.,

R.11.4
6 se.i.

Rat RN*E....
,,,
ou..,

Reeked
cook

RA..s
%Wow,.

. Less flu
Sas ern.i-",-

sus. asl Pr..l
"0 l, 0 13 0 . 0 .5, 0 = 0 3 0

. 0 ". 0 33 0 N 0 . ' 0 e ' 0 3 0

11 0 1, 0 Iv 0 16 0 '-'17` 3 0

a 0 2. 0 2' 0 22 0 3,,0 )Q. .... 3=0 '3.-0 35, = 3
. 0 . 0 .3 0 .0 .5,0 3 0

0 0 .4 0 o 0 so 0 si i 0 2 0 3 0

s) it) s. 0 s"0 54 0 si i 0 2 0 , 0. 3, r 3= *5, ,O r 0

704664.
e Sev5

u 0 .0 .3 0 . 0 151 0 )0 r )O
. t. 0 r. 0 N Jr 2, 2 0.9 3 .0

'' 0 . " 0 'S 0 2. 0 2" 0 2 0 AO

17 .
.3.3'

. . 0 3.51 , 3

33 0 . 0 3= 0 . 0 35, 0 3 0

u 0 . ./ 0 3 0 .0 .5, 0 ,0 / 0
o 0 .-2--- . 0 53-0 s0 3 0 LEL
33 59 ss0 540 sm I 3 0

0 .. 0 41 44 "0 4 .3 0

62 0 M 0 0 0 a. 0 Gs 1 El 2 0 a 0
. 1

7079151
60.

. 0 " 0 ' 0 " 0 'sr 0 )Q

I 16 o al 2, 2 e' 0
23 0 M 0 22 0 / I. 0 2,, Q :. 0 3 0

A 0 44 0 li 0 ....132 0.. 151 0 2 0 3 0

22 0 A 0 vi 0 I. 0 )4, 0 0 3 0

If you confer emeritus status on retired facu4 do you offer thee privileges or benefits that are Ot available to

nonementus retired faculty
4o-i Yes

2 0 No
If Ye,.. please describe briefly

84
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Does your mstnution masntam contact with sitar members after they retire'
44.1 Yes

2 0 No tr

If 1 es,
(al How is this done" (Please check Jr many as apply I

45 0 In Connection with pensions and other benefits
4$ Routine updating of personnel records
at Slatting ,hoof artatr Other publications
'4 Q )SenvItng greeting card on btrthdays or anntscrsartr
49 Inv itationito chart,' event. such commencements
50 ffolJmg pevtal es env. such as dinners
sr , spoasams a retirees Glob

flit Is this done mainly on a formal or informal basis'
stsl Formal

Informal

"lc 1.1a this coordinated by one office or done separately
57 t Coordinate,' by one otr..c

53 Whivh offk.e)
2 Done settrratelv try different units

59
60.703e.

52 onlinuiriVhe retirement preparation program
53 Has ow a school represen tative ante, call or .1ml from

time to time
51 Ilion to return and talk over any probletivs trou-

bles. etc
ss Other (Please specify)

by a number of dIffektunits,

247

Plea, use the blank space below fiit any comments (suggestions cautions, etc t you aould care to make regarding the
establishment and operation of,a post retirement program for former emptoyeet

a

J

thank you forror help ilea.. rerun, 1,1;< completed questionnatre us the erniii.id pouge Paid enveloPe
0

Iliw have printed mate iivenivirg; 'out re ilterne prep...111On or po.1 rettreltni prve.rn... pk,e %end u nde4 wrtfle cover btadao
Mulanaphy

TeasIlf A 10..tance and Annuity A.soetarton
710 Third Aegnue New yOrk. N Y I0017

1
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APPENDIX B:
List of Major Study Contributors

( 7

The individuals Lid institutions listed below provided valuable
direbtion, information, and assistance in support of our research
efforts throughout the study.= To conser've space, the presidents and

iofficers'of the over 2,200 colleges and universities that participated
in the survey are not included on the list. Their contribtitions are

:cited in the Acknowledgements section of this report.

Individuals 4

Phoebl BOey--- Attion for Indepefident,Maturity
Clyde air, Brigham Young University .

,b .DollalCi Bowman, Consultant and Past Director of th1 Pre-Retire-
ment Planning Center . .

s Virginia Boyack, Andrus Gerontology Center .
;Leonard Breen, Purdue University '

.._
t

Herbert Brenner; The University 'of SOuthern California
JulialLBrodie, Retirement Program Services
Hugh Brower, Society for Pre-Retirement Program Planners
Blue Carstenson, Anierican Manpower apd Aging Advisory

Services ,

, Peter Dickinson, Author and Consultant '

Dennis Dion, The University of Connecticut
Ann-Downing, Department of Elder Affairs of the Commonwealth

. .of Massachusetts .
Theodore. Drews, National Center for Education Statistics et'
Maryse Eymonerie, American Association of University Professors

1
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K. Edwin Graham, American Council of I; nsurance
Saul Gruner, fp nc Career Planning orporated
Sybil Gruner, Retirement Advisors
Woodrow Hunter, T University of Michigan
Harold Israel, Scarboro Research Corporation
Robert Litmell, The Universe of Southern California
John McBride, Action for Independent Maturity
James-McFadden; Manpower Education Institute
Sylvia McDonald, Marianoplis College.
Bernadette Malinoski, T e University of Michigan
U. Vincent Manion, Re ment Services Incorpora d
William Oriol, The S cial Committee on Aging, . S. Senate -
Elmer Otte, Author and Consultant '

Erdman Palmore, Duke University
Jennie Partee, The University of Michigan
James Peterson, The University-of Southern California
William Prpt, Purdue University
Henry Reddick, Bureau of Retirement, Civil, Service Commission
G.D. Scheufler, Purdue University
George Sullivan, Academy for Educaknal Development
Rickard Taubald, Montclair State University
James Thorson, Georgia Center for Continuing Tducation, The

University of Georgia'
Marvin Veronee, Industrial Relations Center, The University of

Chicago '
Robert Weiner, The Select Committee on Aging, U.S.. House of

Representatives
Yolanda Wesely,pEquitable Life Assurance Society

Organizations
Acadeiny for 'Edudational Development, New York, NY 10019
Action for Independent Maturtty, Washington, DC 20049
Adminitration on Aging, Washington, DC 20201 ".
American Associatiori of State Colleges and Universities, Washing-

ton, DC 20036
Am an.douncil of Life Insurance, Washington, DC 29006

an,Manpower and Aging Advisory Services, Washington,
0006

Ands Gerontology Center, The 'University of Southern Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles.,°CA 90007

Association for Gerontology in ,Higher Education, Washirikto~,
DC 20036

4.
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Bureau of Business Practices, Waterford, ,CT 06385
_Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, Duke .

University, Durham, NC 27710
The Conference Board, New York, NY 10022
Department' of Elder Affairs, The Commonwealth of Massa- ^

chusetts, Boston, MA 02116
Georgia Center for Continuing Education, The University of

Georgia, Athens, GA 30601
The Gerontological Society, Washington; DC 20036
Industrial Relations Center, Thi University of Chicago, Chicago,

4IL 60637
Institute of Gerontology, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

.MI 48109
Manpower Education Iiistitute, New York, NY, 10016
National Center for Educatiop Statistics, Washington, DC 20201
National Council of Senior Citizens, Washington, DC 20005
National CouriCil on Aging, WaSliington, Lie 20036
National Retired Teachers Association/American Association of

Retired Persons, Washington, DC 20049
New York City Mayor's Office for the Aging, New York, NY

10007
Pre-Retirement Planhing Center, 15es,Moines, IA 50311
Retirement Advisors; New York, NY 10019
Retirement Living? New York, NY 1002.2
Retirement Psv. Services, New York, W/ 10022 , .

Retirement Services Incorporated, Eugene, OR 97405
Scarborough Research Corporation, New York, NY /10016
Scripps Foundation Gerontology Center, Miariii University Of

Ohio, Oxford, OH 45056
Social Security Administration, Washington, DC 20.201
Society for'Pre-Retirement Program Planners, Omaha NE 68102

' Survey Research Center, The Univedity of Michigan, Ahn Arbor,
MI 48109

THinc Career Planning 'Corporation, New.York NY 10019
Trewhelia/Cohen/Arbuckle, New York, N 10036
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